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ANALYTIC GEOMETRY OVER F1 AND THE
FARGUES-FONTAINE CURVE
FEDERICO BAMBOZZI, OREN BEN-BASSAT, KOBI KREMNIZER
Abstract. This paper develops a theory of analytic geometry over the field with
one element. The approach used is the analytic counter-part of the Toe¨n-Vaquie´
theory of schemes over F1, i.e. the base category relative to which we work out
our theory is the category of sets endowed with norms (or families of norms).
Base change functors to analytic spaces over Banach rings are studied and the
basic spaces of analytic geometry (like polydisks) are recovered as a base change
of analytic spaces over F1. We end by discussing some applications of our theory
to the theory of the Fargues-Fontaine curve and to the ring Witt vectors.
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Introduction
In recent years the theory of schemes over F1 has seen many attempts of foun-
dations on better and more solid basis in order to overcome the limitations of the
known theories. Nowadays all these different approaches form a huge zoo of theories
of which it is difficult to keep track. We just mention the ones we know better: [25],
The first author acknowledges the University of Regensburg with the support of the DFG funded
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[13], [16], [20]. A good attempt of giving an overview of the different theories and
their relations has been done in [21], several years ago.
This paper does not aim to add another entry in this intricate panorama of theories
of schemes over F1. Our aim is of doing something different: we develop a theory of
analytic spaces over F1. To the best of our knowledge, the only previous attempt of
developing such a theory was given by Vladimir Berkovich in the talk [10], which has
never been fully developed. Here we propose a different and much broader approach
to such a foundational problem and present some of its possible applications to
the theory of the Fargues-Fontaine curve. We do not aim to give a direct strong
contribution to p-adic Hodge Theory but we would like to discuss some of its features
- mainly the Fargues-Fontaine curve - from a new perspective in the hope of shedding
some new light on its fundamental nature.
There are several reasons for working out such a theory of analytic geometry over
F1. First of all, it is a natural question to ask if such a theory exists and if it is useful
for the progress of mathematics. But even more important problems in arithmetic
ask for methods that go beyond the theory of schemes and algebraic geometry as
the Archimedean place of Z (and the Archimedean places of the rings of integers
of number fields) are objects of analytic nature which cannot be fully understood
through algebraic geometry. Thus, since the main motivations for introducing the
idea of geometry over F1 come from arithmetic it seems more important to have
a theory of analytic spaces over F1 with respect to a theory of schemes over F1.
Another motivation for writing this work is to have a well-established basic language
of derived analytic geometry over F1 and simplicial normed/bornological sets which
we are planning to use in the near future for other, more involved, applications.
Thus, the full strength of the homotopical methods introduced is not used in the
applications provided in the last section of the present paper.
The paper is structured as follows. In the first section we introduce the cate-
gories of normed and bornological sets and we study some of their basic properties.
These are the categories with respect to which we develop our geometry, in the
sense of HAG (cf. [26] and [27]). In section 2 we introduce the base change func-
tor from the category of normed (or bornological) sets to the category of normed
(Banach or bornological) R-modules. This functor is the analytic version of the
free R-module functor of abstract algebra. Then, in section 3, we introduce the
categories of simplicial bornological modules over F1 and over any Banach ring. We
put on these categories a model structure which makes them well-suited for making
them a HAG context. In particular, these categories turn out to be combinatorical
symmetric monoidal model categories (see Theorem 3.14 and the discussion before
it). In section 4 we study some properties of bornological rings which are relevant
in applications. In particular we introduce new Fre´chet-like structures on the p-adic
numbers which will be related with the Fre´chet structure on the ring of functions
on the affine covering of the Fargues-Fontaine curve and we will give a geometric
interpretation of these structures in the analytic spectrum of Z. Finally, in section
5 we introduce the analytic spaces over the field with one element. We start by
directly introducing the notion 8-analytic space and 8-analytic stack with the re-
spective derived notions. Then we define the category of analytic spaces over F1 as
the full subcategory of derived analytic spaces that are concentrated in degree 0. In
this way we can easily introduce the homotopy Zariski topology (as introduced by
Toe¨n-Vezzosi in any HAG context) on the category of affine derived analytic spaces
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over F1 (see Definition 5.9). It has been proved in previous works of the authors (see
[3], [4] and [5]) that the homotopy Zariski topology on the category of simplicial Ba-
nach/bornological algebras over complete valued field restricts to the usual topology
when it is considered over “affine” (i.e. affinoid, Stein or Stein-like) analytic spaces.
It follows easily that the base change functor we defined for F1-bornological modules
and F1-bornological algebras (i.e. bornological monoids) induces a continuous func-
tor from the category of 8-analytic (resp. derived analytic, resp. analytic) spaces
(resp. stacks) over F1 to 8-analytic (resp. derived analytic, resp. analytic) spaces
(resp. stacks) over R, for any Banach ring (see Proposition 5.15). In the last part
of section 5 we discuss some of the basic objects of analytic geometry over F1, like
the polydisks and annuli, and we see how the base change of them gives back the
usual polydisks and annuli of analytic geometry.
The last section is devoted to some applications of the notions introduced so far.
After recalling the basic notion of the theory of the Fargues-Fontaine curve we prove
our main theorem (cf. Theorem 6.4) which says that for some specific choices of a
perfectoid field κ of characteristic p, the ring of functions on the affine covering of the
Fargues-Fontaine curve associated to κ can be recovered, with its Fre´chet structure,
as a base change of a monoid from F1. Then, we describe how to see the action of
the Frobenius on this Fre´chet algebra also coming from an action over F1. In this
way, we can define some analytic stacks over F1 whose base changes with suitable
p-adic fields give Fargues-Fontaine curves for some perfectoid fields (cf. Theorem
6.18). These results can be easily generalized to many other cases and we do not
aim to be exhaustive in the current treatment of the topic, since our main target
here is just to show that the theory developed so far is worth being studied, avoiding
too complex technicalities.
Then one can wonder what happens when the bornological monoids we showed
to give the Fargues-Fontaine curve and its affine covering are base changed over R
or C. We briefly mention that, in the cases we studied, one gets a left half plane of
the complex numbers, presented as the universal cover of the pointed disk via the
exponential map, and the “Archimedean” Fargues-Fontaine curve in this context
would be a quotient of it. These results strengthen the idea that Witt vectors
should be considered as the non-Archimedean replacement of the exponential map.
We will investigate this topic deeply in a future work.
We end the last section by discussing an analytic version of the construction of
the ring of Witt vectors. The idea is that although the construction of the ring of
Witt vectors is a purely algebraic construction, it is usually applied to rings which
have norms, valuation or some kind of additional structure. In this case it makes
sense to ask for growth conditions on Witt vectors, as it is done in the theory of
the Fargues-Fontaine curve. We provide a simple definition of a family of endo-
functors on the category of Banach/bornological rings which virtually encompass all
the known construction in a unified one for which Witt vectors are thought as an
arithmetic analogue of Laurent series (as it is already done in [14] and [15]).
For all applications provided in the last section much more can be said and we
will devote future papers in better developing several instances that arose.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Denis-Charles Cisinski, Flo-
rent Martin, Frederic Paugam, Raffael Singer and Adam Topaz for important sug-
gestions and discussions about the topics of this paper.
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Notation 0.1. In this work we deal with many closely related categories and very
often we state properties that hold for all of them whose proof is identical in all cases.
Therefore we implement the following notation for avoiding a lot of repetitions:
‚ The symbol ˆ in the name of a category will stand for one of the following:
SN (semi-normed), Nr (normed), Ban (Banach). For example ˆSets de-
notes the category of semi-normed sets or the category of normed sets or the
category of Banach sets.
‚ We use the symbol b in combination with the symbol ˆ in the names of
the categories to denote the closed monoidal structures these categories are
equipped with. Hence, it will stand for the uncompleted tensor product b
when ˆ stands for SN or Nr and for the completed tensor product pb when
ˆ stands for Ban.
‚ We use the symbol ˚ to mean either a Banach ring or F1.
Moreover, we use the following (quite standard) notations/conventions:
‚ All rings are commutative and with identity.
‚ Given a category C we often use the abuse of notation X P C for meaning
that X is an object of C.
‚ Given a category C we denote by IndpCq the category of ind-objects of C
(cf. §8 expose´ 1 of [1] for the precise definition of this category).
‚ Given a category C we denote by IndmpCq the category of essentially
monomorphic ind-objects of C, which means the full subcategory of objects
of IndpCq which are isomorphic (as ind-objects) to some inductive system
with monomorphic system morphisms.
‚ For any closed symmetric monoidal category C we denote by CommpCq the
category of commutative monoids over C.
‚ For any category C we denote with MorpCq the class of morphisms of C.
‚ R` denotes the set of positive real number whereas Rě0 the set of non-
negative ones.
‚ Sets is the category of sets, ˚Sets the category of pointed sets, Ab the
category of abelian groups, Rings the category of commutative rings.
‚ Give a closed symmetric monoidal category pC,bq and an object X P C we
denote by
SCpXq “
à
nPN
SnpXq
the free symmetric tensor algebra over X, where SnpXq is the quotient of
Xbn by the action of the symmetric group.
‚ IfM is a (semi-)normed module over a Banach ring R and r P R` is a scalar,
we denote by rM sr the module obtained by rescaling the norm of M by the
factor r. More precisely, if | ¨ | is the norm of M then rM sr is equipped with
the (semi-)norm r| ¨ |.
1. Semi-normed and bornological sets
Definition 1.1. A semi-normed set is a pointed set pX,x0q equipped with a function
f : X Ñ Rě0 such that fpx0q “ 0. We will often say that f is the semi-norm of
pX,x0q and we often will not mention the marked point.
We consider on pX,x0q the uniformity induced by pulling back the metric unifor-
mity of Rě0. We call it the canonical uniformity of pX,x0q. In this way on X it is
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defined a notion of closeness and a relative notion of Cauchy filters with respect to
which it is possible to talk about the completeness of X.
Definition 1.2. A normed set is a pointed set pX,x0q equipped with a function
f : X Ñ Rě0 such that fpx0q “ 0 and fpxq ‰ 0 if x ‰ x0. In this case f is called a
norm.
Remark 1.3. The data of a normed pointed set is equivalent to the data of a
non-pointed set X endowed with a strictly positive function f : X Ñ R`.
Definition 1.4. A Banach set is a normed set pX,x0q for which all Cauchy filters
with respect to the canonical uniformity converge to a limit point.
Definition 1.5. A bounded morphism φ : pX,x0q Ñ pY, y0q between two semi-
normed sets is a morphism of pointed sets such that |φpxq| ď C|x| for all x P X,
for a constant C ą 0. A contracting morphism between two semi-normed sets is a
bounded morphism with C “ 1.
We define the following categories:
‚ SNSets the category of semi-normed sets with bounded morphisms;
‚ NrSets the category of normed sets with bounded morphisms;
‚ BanSets the category of Banach sets with bounded morphisms;
‚ SNSetsď1 the category of semi-normed sets with contracting morphisms;
‚ NrSetsď1 the category of normed sets with contracting morphisms;
‚ BanSetsď1 the category of Banach sets with contracting morphisms.
As mentioned in Notation 0.1 we use the symbol ˆSets to denote the first three
categories of the previous list and the symbol ˆSetsď1 for the last three.
Among these categories are defined several functors. There are the (non-full)
inclusions
ˆSetsď1ãÑˆSets.
These inclusions commute with finite limits and finite colimits as they are described
in Proposition 1.7. And the full inclusions
BanSetsãÑNrSetsãÑSNSets
BanSetsď1ãÑNrSetsď1ãÑSNSetsď1,
which commute with projective limits as a consequence of Proposition 1.6.
The separation functors
sep : SNSetsãÑNrSets
sep : SNSetsď1ãÑNrSetsď1
which associate to each semi-normed set pX, | ¨ |Xq a normed one given by
sep pXq “ X
Ker p| ¨ |Xq
where Ker p| ¨ |Xq “ tx P X||x|X “ 0u (i.e. sep pXq is equal to X with all the points
with |x|X “ 0 identified to the base point) and the norm of sep pXq is given by
}x} “ |y|X , y P pX Ñ sep pXqq´1pxq.
Clearly sep pXq is a normed set. Then, there are the completion functors
p´q : NrSetsãÑBanSets
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p´q : NrSetsď1ãÑBanSetsď1
which associate to each normed set its completion with respect to its canonical
uniformity. The values of the completion norm are given by the limits of the values
to the original norm. The following proposition is easy to check.
Proposition 1.6. The functors sep are left adjoints to the inclusion functorsNrSetsãÑSNSets
and NrSetsď1ãÑSNSetsď1 and the completion functors p´q are left adjoints to the
inclusion functors BanSetsãÑNrSets and BanSetsď1ãÑNrSetsď1.
Proof. Straight forward checking. 
Proposition 1.7. The categories ˆSets are finitely complete and finitely cocom-
plete. The categories ˆSetsď1 are complete and cocomplete.
Proof. The finite products are given by the product of the underlying pointed sets
equipped with the semi-norm obtained by the component-wise sum of the semi-
norms (or equivalently with the max norm). One can check that this construction
gives finite products in all the categories mentioned above. The finite limits can be
constructed, in all cases, as subspaces of finite products, where the subspaces are
equipped with the semi-norm induced by the inclusion. The finite coproducts are
given by the coproducts of the underlying pointed sets (i.e. disjoint unions where
the marked points are identified) with the obvious extension of the given semi-norms
to the coproduct. The finite colimits in SNSets and SNSetsď1 are calculated by
taking quotients of coproducts, where coequalizers are simply coequalizers of the
underlying pointed sets equipped with the quotient semi-norm which, on each point,
is computed as the inf of the semi-norm of its fiber. The finite colimits in NrSets,
NrSetsď1, BanSets and BanSetsď1 are obtained by applying the separation and
completion functors, respectively, to the colimits computed in the categories SNSets
and SNSetsď1.
The same reasoning used to prove that the categories of Banach (normed, semi-
normed) vector spaces over a valued field do not have infinite products applies to
prove that ˆSets do not have infinite products, nor coproducts. Finally, we can de-
scribe the infinite products of a family of objects tXiuiPI in the contracting categories
as the subset of the product of pointed set given byź
iPI
ď1
Xi
.“ tpxiq P
ź
iPI
Xi| sup
iPI
|xi|i ă 8u
equipped with the semi-norm
}pxiq} “ sup
iPI
|xi|i.
Whereas coproducts are given by the wedged disjoint union of setsž
iPI
Xi
with the obvious extension of the semi-norms of the Xi. 
Remark 1.8. Notice that the coproduct of an arbitrary family of Banach sets is a
Banach sets even if the coproduct is computed as a coproduct of normed sets. This
is in contrast to what happens in the category of contracting Banach modules over
a Banach ring for which infinite coproducts of the underlying normed sets are not
complete in general.
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Notation 1.9. We will use the notationź
iPI
ď1
Xi
for the product of tXiuiPI in the contracting categories andž
iPI
ď1
Xi
for the coproduct in the contracting categories.
As for the theory of Banach spaces, it is often useful to consider equivalence classes
of semi-norms instead of just a single semi-norm.
Definition 1.10. Let X be a pointed set and | ¨ |1, | ¨ |2 two semi-norms on X. We
say that | ¨ |1 is equivalent to | ¨ |2 if the identity map pX, | ¨ |1q Ñ pX, | ¨ |2q is an
isomorphism in SNSets.
Following [18], Section 5.1, we recall that on any category with finite limits and
finite colimits one can define the notion of image and coimage of a morphism. For
the convenience of the reader we recall their definitions.
Definition 1.11. Let C be a category with finite limits and finite colimits and
f : X Ñ Y a morphism in C. We define
‚ the image of f as
Im pfq .“ Ker pX Ñ Y
ž
X
Y q;
‚ the coimage of f as
Coim pfq .“ Coker pX ˆY X Ñ Y q.
Definition 1.12. Let C be a category with finite limits and finite colimits and
f : X Ñ Y a morphism in C. We say that f is strict if the canonical morphism
Coim pfq Ñ Im pfq is an isomorphism.
We recall the following results from Section 5.1 of [18].
Proposition 1.13. Let C be a category with finite limits and finite colimits and let
f : X Ñ Y be a morphism, then
‚ f is an epimorphism if and only if the canonical map Im f Ñ Y is an
isomorphism.
‚ f is a strict epimorphism if and only if the canonical map Coim f Ñ Y is
an isomorphism.
The dual statements, for monomorphisms, hold.
Proof. [18] Proposition 5.1.2 (iv) and Proposition 5.1.5 (i). 
The next proposition describes monomorphisms, epimorphisms and strict mor-
phisms in the categories ˆSets as easy corollaries of Proposition 1.13.
Proposition 1.14. Let φ : X Ñ Y be a morphism in ˆSets, then
(1) φ is a monomorphism if and only if it is injective;
(2) φ is a strict monomorphism if and only if it is injective and the semi-norm
on X is equivalent to the semi-norm induced by the restriction of the one on
Y ;
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(3) if ˆ “ SN or ˆ “ Nr, φ is an epimorphism if and only if it is surjective;
(4) if ˆ “ Ban, φ is an epimorphism if and only if it has dense image;
(5) φ is a strict epimorphism if and only if it is surjective and the quotient norm
induced by φ is equivalent to the norm of Y .
Proof. All the statements follow easily from Proposition 1.13. 
Next proposition describes monomorphisms, epimorphisms and strict morphisms
in the categories ˆSetsď1.
Proposition 1.15. Let φ : X Ñ Y be a morphism in ˆSetsď1, then
(1) φ is a monomorphism if and only if it is injective;
(2) φ is a strict monomorphism if and only if it is injective and the semi-norm
on X is identical to the semi-norm induced by the restriction of the one on
Y ;
(3) if ˆ “ SN or ˆ “ Nr, φ is an epimorphism if and only if it is surjective;
(4) if ˆ “ Ban, φ is an epimorphism if and only if it has dense image;
(5) φ is a strict epimorphism if and only if it is surjective and the quotient norm
induced by φ is identical to the norm of Y .
Proof. All the statements follow easily from Proposition 1.13. 
The categories ˆSets, and ˆSetsď1 have a symmetric closed monoidal structure
described in a uniform way as follows. The internal hom is given by
Hom ppX, | ¨ |Xq, pY, | ¨ |Y qq “ pHomˆSetsppX, | ¨ |Xq, pY, | ¨ |Y qq, } ¨ }supq
where } ¨ }sup of a bounded morphism h is given by
}h}sup “ sup
xPX
|hpxq|Y
|x|X .
The monoidal structure is given by
pX, | ¨ |XqbF1pY, | ¨ |Y q “ pX ^ Y, | ¨ |X | ¨ |Y q,
where X ^ Y denotes the smash product of the underlying pointed sets.
Proposition 1.16. The categories ˆSets, and ˆSetsď1 have a symmetric closed
monoidal structure as described so far.
Proof. For the morphisms of the underlying pointed sets, one has a bijection
Hom SetspX ^ Y,Zq – Hom SetspX,Hom SetspY,Zqq
given by
fpp´,´qq ÞÑ fpp´, yqq
for any y P Y . Now, suppose that f is bounded. This means that for each z P Z
there exists a C ą 0 such that
|fpx, yq|Z ď C|px, yq|XˆY “ C|x|X |y|Y .
Now, if we consider the map
fpx,´q : Y Ñ Z
we get that
|fpx,´q|sup “ sup
yPY
|fpx, yq|Z
|y|Y ď C|x|X
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which proves that every bounded map in Hom SetspX^Y,Zq is mapped to a bounded
map in Hom SetspX,Hom pY,Zqq. On the other hand, suppose that the inequality
|fpx,´q|sup ď C|x|X
holds. This implies that
sup
yPY
|fpx, yq|Z
|y|Y ď C|x|X
which implies that
|fpx, yq|Z
|y|Y ď C|x|X
is true for all y P Y , and hence f is bounded.
Clearly, if X and Y are normed (resp. Banach) also XbF1Y is normed (resp.
Banach). The fact that also Hom pX,Y q is normed (resp. Banach) is a consequence
of the fact that
|f |sup “ 0ô sup
xPX
|fpxq|Y
|x|X “ 0ô f ” 0
and that if fi is a convergent sequence of bounded maps in Hom pX,Y q then the
map
fpxq “ lim
iÑ8
fipxq
is a well-defined element of Hom pX,Y q which is the limit of the sequence. 
Remark 1.17. Notice that one does not need to introduce the completed tensor
product of Banach sets as it is needed in classical functional analysis for Banach
spaces.
Although the categories ˆSetsď1 are complete and cocomplete we would like to
add all limits and colimits to SNSets, NrSets, BanSets in a more natural way,
i.e. in a way that permits to continue to work with all bounded morphisms and not
only with the contracting ones. There are more substantial reasons for enlarging the
categories ˆSets which will become clearer later on.
The most natural way to achieve this goal is by considering the ind-categories
IndpˆSetsq. These latter categories are complete and cocomplete: assertion b) of
Proposition 8.9.1 of the first expose´ of [1] ensures the existence of projective limits
and the combination of Proposition 8.5.1 and assertion c) of the Proposition 8.9.1
of the same expose´ ensures the existence of colimits. Moreover, the closed monoidal
symmetric structures naturally extend to the ind-categories by the formula
“ limÑ
iPI
”MibF1“ limÑ
jPJ
”Nj “ “ limÑ ”
pi,jqPIˆJ
MibF1Nj
and
Hom p“ limÑ
iPI
”Mi, “ limÑ
jPJ
”Njq “ limÐ
iPI
limÑ
jPJ
Hom pMi, Njq.
Definition 1.18. We define (cf. Notation 0.1 for the meaning of the symbol Indm)
‚ the category of bornological sets as the category IndmpSNSetsq;
‚ the category of separated bornological sets as the category IndmpNrSetsq;
‚ the category of complete bornological sets as the category IndmpBanSetsq.
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The categories IndpˆSetsq have a canonical functor U to ˆSets given by
Up“ limÑ
iPI
”Miq “ limÑ
iPI
UpMiq
where UpMiq is the forgetful functor from ˆSets to Sets. One can prove that U
is not a forgetful functor, i.e. it is not faithful, using the same reasoning of Remark
3.33 of [3]. The next proposition shows one of the advantages of using the category
of essential monomorphic objects instead of IndpˆSetsq.
Proposition 1.19. The categories IndmpˆSetsq are concrete, i.e. the functor U is
faithful when restricted to IndmpˆSetsq.
Proof. Proposition 3.31 of [3] can be applied to the case of IndmpˆSetsq thanks to
Proposition 1.14. 
Remark 1.20. Proposition 1.19 tells that the categories IndmpˆSetsq can be
thought as categories made of objects which are sets endowed with an additional
structure, which is given by a family of semi-norms, and whose morphisms are maps
of sets which are compatible with respect to these structures. This is in analogy
with the theory of bornological vector spaces over non-trivially valued fields. This
concrete description of objects and morphisms does not exist for the categories
IndpˆSetsq.
We need to describe strict morphisms in IndpˆSetsq and IndmpˆSetsq.
Proposition 1.21. Let φ : X Ñ Y be a morphism in IndpˆSetsq or IndmpˆSetsq,
then φ is a monomorphism (resp. strict monomorphism, resp. epimorphism, resp.
strict epimorphism) if and only if it can be represented as a direct limit of monomor-
phisms (resp. strict monomorphism, resp. epimorphism, resp. strict epimorphism).
Proof. Analogous to Proposition 2.10 of [3]. 
We give some key examples of normed and bornological sets.
Example 1.22. (1) Let R be a Banach ring. The underlying set of any semi-
normed, normed, Banach module over R is a semi-normed, normed, Banach
set.
(2) Let k be a non-trivially valued field. The underlying set of any bornologi-
cal, separated bornological, complete bornological vector space over k is a
bornological, separated bornological, complete bornological set (see [17] for
an introduction to the theory of bornological vector spaces).
(3) We denote by ˚r, with r P R`, the one point bornological set pt˚, 0u, | ¨ |rq
for which | ˚ |r “ r.
(4) An important object in CommpˆSetsď1q is the symmetric algebra with
radius r P R`
SˆSetsď1p˚rq “
ž
nPN
ď1 ˚bnr .
More explicitly, SˆSetsď1p˚rq is the normed monoid whose underlying monoid
is N and whose norm is given by
|n|r “ rn
for n ą 0 and |0|r “ 0.
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(5) The norm on SˆSetsď1p˚rq can be immediately extended to Z. We denote
the Banach set obtained in this way by Zr. Also, the norm can be extended
to Q simply by ˇˇˇˇ
p
q
ˇˇˇˇ
r
“ r pq
for any p, q P Z. We denote this normed set with Qr. Notice that Qr is
not a Banach set because it is not complete with respect to its canonical
uniformity.
(6) We denote by Qr` Ă Qr the subset of positive rational numbers equipped
with the induced structure of bornological set.
(7) It is useful to notice the following isomorphism of bornological sets
(1.22.1) Q`r – limÑ
nPN
1
n
S
Nr
ď1
F1
p˚ n?rq
where
1
n
S
Nr
ď1
F1
p˚rq “ p 1
n
N, | ¨ |rq
and ˇˇˇ
m
n
ˇˇˇ
r
“ rm.
(8) Another interesting example of bornological set comes from the bijection
Zp – FNp . Considering on Fp the trivial norm, and denoting by rFpsr the
rescaling of the norm by the factor r, we can write the isomorphism of bare
Banach sets
Zp –
ź
nPN
ď1rFpsp´n .
We will say more on these kind of constructions in the last section of the
paper (cf. section 6.5).
(9) Later on we will need to consider on Z and Q “geometric” norms, as the ones
introduced so far, but with different “radii” for the positive and the negative
numbers. Thus, if r1 ă r2 we denote by Zr1,r2 the group Z equipped with
the norm
|n|r1,r2 “
#
pr1qn if n ă 0
pr2qn if n ą 0
.
The same description holds for Qr1,r2 .
We end this section with some lemmata and propositions about the computation
of limits and colimits of bornological sets. Colimits of bornological sets are easy to
compute, whereas limits are harder.
Lemma 1.23. Let tMiuiPI be a family of objects of IndpˆSetsq. Let’s write
Mi – “ limÑ
jPJi
”Mi,j .
Then, we have the isomorphismź
iPI
Mi “ “ limÑ
φPΦ
”Mφ
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where φ “ pφ1, φ2q is an element of the set of functions
Φ “ tpφ1, φ2q|φ1 : I Ñ
ź
iPI
Ji, φipiq P Ji, φ2 : I Ñ Ně1u
equipped with the partial order
pφ1, φ2q ď pφ11, φ12q ðñ φ1piq ď φ11piq, φ2piq ď φ12piq,@i P I,
and
Mφ “
#
pxiq P
ź
iPI
Mi,φ1piq|
|xi|
φ2piq is bounded
+
is equipped with the norm
|pxiq|φ “ sup
iPI
|xi|
φ2piq .
Proof. One can easily check that the object defined by
“ limÑ
φPΦ
”Mφ
satisfies the universal property of the product by noticing thatMφ is the contracting
coproduct of the family tMiuiPI where the norm ofMi is rescaled by the factor 1φ2piq .
Hence, Mφ satisfies the universal property of the contracting direct product with
respect to the rescaled norms and taking the direct limit for 1
φ2piq Ñ 0 we get the
universal property of the direct product. 
Remark 1.24. We notice that Lemma 1.23 does not only apply to the category
IndpˆSetsq but the same description of direct products holds for IndmpˆSetsq
because the inclusion functor IndmpˆSetsqãÑIndpˆSetsq commutes with all limits.
Lemma 1.25. Let U : IndmpSNSetsq Ñ ˚Sets be the forgetful functor, then U
commutes with all limits and colimits. The forgetful functors US : Ind
mpNrSetsq Ñ
˚Sets and UC : IndmpBanSetsq Ñ ˚Sets commute with limits and monomorphic
filtered colimits.
Proof. Let’s consider first the case of U : IndmpSNSetsq Ñ ˚Sets. The explicit
description of direct products given by Lemma 1.23 immediately implies that U
commutes with products. The description of kernels given in Proposition 1.21 implies
that it commutes with finite limits and hence it commutes with all limits. The
commutation of U with colimits follows by easy explicit computations.
Since the inclusion functors IndmpBanSetsqãÑIndmpNrSetsqãÑIndmpSNSetsq
commute with all limits and monomorphic filtered colimits it follows that US and
UC commute with these limits and colimits, but these inclusion functors do not
commute with cokernels. Hence, US and UC do not commute with all colimits. 
Example 1.26 (Finite bornologies). This example generalizes a basic result of func-
tional analysis: the fact that on a finite dimensional vector space (over a non-trivially
valued field) there exists only one separated bornology of convex type, up to iso-
morphism (cf. Proposition 12, n˝ 4, §3, Chapter 1 of [17]).
The first observation is that each finite pointed set rns “ p0, 1, . . . , nq (0 is the
base point) admits only one structure of normed set, up to isomorphism. Indeed,
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consider two norms prns, |¨|1q and prns, |¨|2q then, let N1 “ max
kPrns
|k|1
|k|2 and N2 “ maxkPrns
|k|2
|k|1
we have that
|k|1 ď N1|k|2
and
|k|2 ď N2|k|1.
Even more, if t| ¨ |iuiPI is a family of norms on rns which defines a bornology (we
can always think to a bornology in this way thanks to Proposition 1.19) which is
separated. We can consider the norm
|k|inf .“ inf
iPI
|k|i ` δ, k ‰ 0
for a small δ ą 0, so |k|inf ‰ 0 for k ‰ 0. So, for any k P rns we can find a | ¨ |ik such
that
|k|ik
|k|inf ď 1` ǫ
and define the norm
}k} “ |k|ik .
The identity map
prns, t| ¨ |iuiPIq Ñ prns, | ¨ |infq
is clearly bounded by the definition of | ¨ |inf and the identity
prns, | ¨ |infq Ñ prns, t| ¨ |iuiPIq
is bounded because it factors through prns, } ¨ }q because rns is a finite set.
2. The base change functors
In this section we look at the categories of Banach and bornological sets with a
more geometrical perspective. We consider these categories as the basic categories
where analytic geometry over the field with one element is defined. For emphasizing
this shift of perspective we change the notation as follows:
ˆSets “ ˆF1
ˆSetsď1 “ˆď1F1
as if we are working with modules over the hypothetical base Banach ring F1.
With this notation, for any Banach ring R one has the base change functors
p´qbF1R :ˆF1 ÑˆR
from semi-normed (resp. normed, resp. Banach) modules over F1 to semi-normed
(resp. normed, resp. Banach) modules1 over R given by
pX, | ¨ |XqbF1R “
ž
xPX
ď1rRs|x|X
where rRs|x|X denotes R thought as a free semi-normed (resp. normed, resp. Banach)
R-module whose norm has been rescaled by the factor |x|X .
1We are considering the categories ˆR over a general Banach ring by making no distinction
between the case when R is non-Archimedean or not. Therefore we are considering the categories
of all semi-normed, normed and Banach modules in contrast with the most common attitude of
considering only non-Archimedean semi-normed modules on non-Archimedean Banach rings. We
refer the reader to [3] for more information about this issue.
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Remark 2.1. Notice that for the sake of simplicity we are forgetting about the fact
that X is a pointed set and that the base point x0 P X is identified with the zero
element of its base change as an R module. Indeed, for being very precise, with the
notation pX, | ¨ |XqbF1R we are denoting the moduležď1
xPX,x‰x0
rRs|x|X Y t0u.
For the sake of having a lighter notation we will use the convention that this latter
set is denoted ž
xPX
ď1rRs|x|X
keeping in mind that the summand rRs|x0|X is contracted to zero.
One can think of pX, | ¨ |XqbF1R as the free Banach module over R generated by
the (semi-)normed (pointed) set X. Of course the same definition also gives base
changes
p´qbF1R : ˆď1F1 Ñˆď1R .
Remark 2.2. As mentioned, the set
pX, | ¨ |XqbF1R “
ž
xPX
ď1rRs|x|X “ tprxqxPX |
ÿ
xPX
|rx|R|x|X ă 8u
is the set of l1-summable sequences equipped with the l1-normÿ
xPX
|rx|R|x|X .
WhenR is a non-Archimedean ring or a non-Archimedean field it could be convenient
to consider the base change to the category of non-Archimedean Banach modules
and hence the non-Archimedean coproduct. In this case the base change functor
takes the form
pX, | ¨ |XqbF1R “ tprxqxPX |@ǫ ą 0,#t|rx|R|x|X ą ǫu ă 8u
with the norm
max |rx|R|x|X .
These two base change functors are very different in general but their difference is
irrelevant for the applications presented in this work. Indeed, the main application
will be worked out for some Fre´chet spaces which are defined as projective limits
of Banach spaces and the two families of norms obtained using the max norms
and the l1 norms are equivalent, as it is explained in Appendix A. So, the reader
interested in non-Archimedean geometry and to study base changes with respect
to non-Archimedean Banach rings can consider the max version of the base change
functor everywhere in paper without affecting the theory developed and the final
results. We refer the reader to the end of this section for further evidence that
in practice the two choices are equivalent (but our choice works better for non-
ultrametric rings).
Proposition 2.3. The base change functors p´qbF1R are left adjoints of the for-
getful functors ˆR ÑˆF1 and ˆď1R Ñˆď1F1 .
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Proof. Consider the case of a semi-normed set pA, | ¨ |q and a semi-normed R-module
B. By the definition of the base change, to give a morphism AbF1RÑ B is equiv-
alent to give an equibounded family of morphisms tφa : rRs|a| Ñ BuaPA which is
equivalent to give a morphisms AÑ B of semi-normed sets. 
Proposition 2.4. The base change functors p´qbF1R commute with monomor-
phisms and strict monomorphisms.
Proof. The proposition is a direct consequence of the characterization of monomor-
phisms and strict monomorphisms in ˆF1 given in Proposition 1.14 and the charac-
terization of monomorphisms and strict monomorphisms in ˆR given in Proposition
3.14 of [3]. 
Remark 2.5. It is not true that the functors p´qbF1R preserve finite products
therefore they are not exact functors. Whereas the next lemma shows that the
functors p´qbF1R intertwine the monoidal structures of ˆF1 and ˆR. Moreover, it
is easy to deduce from Proposition 2.4 that p´qbF1R preserves equalizers.
Lemma 2.6. Let X,Y P ˆF1 and let R be a Banach ring, then
pXbF1Y qbF1R – pXbF1RqbRpYbF1Rq.
Proof. Applying the definitions
pXbF1Y qbF1R “
žď1
px,yqPXˆY
rRs|px,yq|XˆY
and
pXbF1RqbRpYbF1Rq “ p
ž
xPX
ď1rRs|x|X qbRp
ž
yPY
ď1rRs|y|Y q
and since p´qbRp´q commutes with contracting coproducts one gets that
pXbF1RqbRpY bF1Rq –
ž
xPX
ď1ž
yPY
ď1prRs|x|XbRrRs|y|Y q.
It is elementary to check that there is a canonical isometry
rRs|x|XbRrRs|y|Y Ñ rRs|x|X |y|Y
given by the codiagonal morphism. 
The base change functors can be defined also for the ind and bornological cate-
gories in the following way.
Definition 2.7. Let X P IndpˆF1q or X P IndmpˆF1q and let us write X –
“ limÑ ”
iPI
Xi. Then, for any Banach ring R we define the base change of X to R as
XbF1R “ “ limÑ ”
iPI
pXibF1Rq P IndpˆRq.
Notice that the base change functors p´qbF1R are well-defined also for the cate-
gory IndmpˆF1q because they preserve monomorphisms (cf. Proposition 2.4).
Proposition 2.8. The base change functors p´qbF1R : IndpˆF1q Ñ IndpˆRq and
p´qbF1R : IndmpˆF1q Ñ IndmpˆRq are left adjoints to the forgetful functors and
they preserve monomorphisms and strict monomorphisms.
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Proof. The proof is straightforward. 
Remark 2.9. If M is a (semi)-normed or bornological monoid then M pbF1R has a
natural structure of (semi)-normed or bornological ring over R give by point-wise
multiplication. Indeed, one can think to the ring M pbF1R as the ℓ1-completion of
the monoid ring RrM s, with respect to the norm
|
ÿ
mPM
rmm| “
ÿ
mPM
|rm|R|m|M .
The next lemma is the analogue of Lemma 1.23 for computing products of bornolog-
ical R-modules.
Lemma 2.10. Let tMiuiPI be a family of objects of IndpˆRq. We write
Mi “ “ limÑ
jPJi
”Mi,j .
Then, we have the isomorphismź
iPI
Mi – “ limÑ
φPΦ
”Mφ
where φ “ pφ1, φ2q is an element of the set of functions
Φ “ tpφ1, φ2q|φ1 : I Ñ
ź
iPI
Ji, φipiq P Ji, φ2 : I Ñ Ně1u
equipped with the partial order
pφ1, φ2q ď pφ11, φ12q ðñ φ1piq ď φ11piq, φ2piq ď φ12piq,@i P I,
and
Mφ “
#
pxiq P
ź
iPI
Mi,φ1piq|
|xi|
φ2piq is bounded
+
.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 1.23 easily adapts. 
In the remaining of this section we introduce another kind of base changes functors
which will be useful later on. Although we will use the notation bsupF1 for this functor,
we do not give to it a geometric interpretation and we will use it just for simplifying
the notation that will be used later on in computations.
Definition 2.11. Let M be a semi-normed set, we define the sup-base change over
F1 of M to a Banach ring R as
MbsupF1 R
.“
ź
mPM
ď1rRs|m|,
where the contracting product is computed in the category of semi-normed R-modules.
The definition of the sup-base change can be extended immediately to the cate-
gories IndpˆF1q using just the functoriality of the category of Ind-objects. Hence,
for example, if M “ “ limÑ ”
iPI
Mi we have that
p“ limÑ ”
iPI
MiqbsupF1 R “ “ limÑ ”
iPI
MibsupF1 R
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therefore p¨qbsupF1 R commutes with filtered direct limits. It is also easy to verify that
p¨qbsupF1 R defines a functor between the categories of bornological objects becauseś
mPM
ď1 is a left-exact functor and hence it preserves monomorphisms. We state the
following proposition for future references.
Proposition 2.12. The sup-base change functor of bornological sets commutes with
filtered colimits and with all limits of normed sets.
Proof. The first claim has been already discussed so far together with the fact that
p¨qbsupF1 R is a left-exact functor. It remains to show that p¨qb
sup
F1
R commutes with
products of normed sets. Let tMiuiPI be a family of normed sets. By Lemma 1.23ź
iPI
Mi – “ limÑ
φPΦ
”Mφ “ “ limÑ
φPΦ
”
ź
iPI
ď1rMis 1
φ2piq
where the symbols φ,Φ, φ2 (φ1 in this case is the identity map and we omit it) have
the same meaning as in Lemma 1.23. Then
p
ź
iPI
MiqbsupF1 R – “ limÑ
φPΦ
”p
ź
iPI
ď1rMis 1
φ2piq
bsupF1 Rq
because we have already shown that the sup-base change commutes with filtered
direct limits. Thus
“ limÑ
φPΦ
”p
ź
iPI
ď1rMis 1
φ2piq
bsupF1 Rq – “ limÑ
φPΦ
”p
źď1
mPśď1
iPI
rMis 1
φ2piq
rRs|m|q –
– “ limÑ
φPΦ
”p
źď1
iPI
«źď1
mPMi
rRs|m|
ff
1
φ2piq
q –
ź
iPI
źď1
mPMi
rRs|m| –
ź
iPI
MibsupF1 R.

It is not clear if the functor p¨qbsupF1 R commutes with general products of bornolog-
ical sets. Probably it will not.
Remark 2.13. There exist some very special bornological setsM for whichMbF1R –
MbsupF1 R for any Banach ring R. For example, this is the case whenM is a finite set
and hence MbF1R is a finite free Banach module. Later on we will describe more
interesting examples of such kind of spaces which should be thought as an analogue
over F1 of the nuclear spaces of functional analysis.
The last remark motivates the next definition.
Definition 2.14. Let M be a bornological set such that MbF1R –M pbsupF1 R for all
Banach rings R, then M is called nuclear.
Finally, it is clear that if M is a (semi-)normed or bornological monoid then
MbsupF1 R is not in general a ring because one cannot make sense of the multiplication
of elements. Therefore p¨qbsupF1 R does induces a “geometric” functor CommpˆF1q Ñ
CommpˆRq as the ℓ1-base changes discussed so far do.
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3. Simplicial bornological modules
For the purpose of using homological/homotopical methods on the categories
introduced so far we need to discuss the categories of simplicial objects on them.
Here we bound ourselves in discussing the basic properties of these categories. More
detailed studies will come in the future works [6] and [7].
Definition 3.1. We use the following notation (recall from Notation 0.1 that ˚
means either a Banach ring or F1):
‚ the categories of covariant functors ∆op Ñ ˆ˚, i.e. simplicial semi-normed
(resp. normed, resp. Banach) modules are denoted Simppˆ˚q;
‚ the categories of covariant functors ∆op Ñˆď1˚ , i.e. simplicial semi-normed
(resp. normed, resp. Banach) modules with contracting morphisms are
denoted Simppˆď1˚ q;
‚ the categories of covariant functors ∆op Ñ Indpˆ˚q, i.e. simplicial ind-
semi-normed (resp. ind-normed, resp. ind-Banach) modules are denoted
SimppIndpˆ˚qq;
‚ the categories of covariant functors ∆op Ñ Indmpˆ˚q, i.e. simplicial bornolog-
ical (resp. separated bornological, resp. complete bornological) modules are
denoted SimppIndmpˆ˚qq.
In order to avoid smallness issues we fix two Grothendieck universes U Ă V , with
strict inclusion, so that all the categories of normed, bornological and ind-normed
sets are locally small in the universe V .
We recall the following definition from [11].
Definition 3.2. A projective class on a category C is a collection P of objects of C
and a collection E of maps in C such that
(1) E is precisely the collection of maps X Ñ Y such that
Hom CpP,Xq Ñ Hom CpP, Y q
is surjective for all X,Y P C and P P P, and P is precisely the collection
of objects for which that happens;
(2) for each X P C there is a map in pP Ñ Xq P E for which P P P.
Proposition 3.3. The collection of all objects and strict epimorphisms is a projec-
tive class for ˆF1.
Proof. Let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism of ˆF1 such that
Hom CpP,Xq f˚Ñ Hom CpP, Y q
is surjective for all P P ˆF1 . In particular, considering P “ Y we get that there
exists a morphism g : Y Ñ X such that f ˝ g “ Id Y , hence f has a section and in
particular it is a strict epimorphism. On the other hand, if f is a strict epimorphism
given any g : P Ñ Y we can define a map h : P Ñ X such that f ˝h “ g by defining
hppq “ x P f´1pgppqq, for any such possible choice of pre-images. The fact that h is
always a bounded morphism is ensured by the fact that f is a strict epimorphism.
The second condition of the definition of projective class is trivial in this case. 
Corollary 3.4. The collection of all objects and strict epimorphisms is a projective
class also for ˆď1F1 , IndpˆF1q and IndmpˆF1q.
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Proof. The same argument of Proposition 3.3 can be applied to the category ˆď1F1
by replacing bounded maps with the contracting ones. The case of IndpˆF1q and
IndmpˆF1q are settled easily by noticing that in IndpˆF1q strict epimorphisms can
always be represented by a map of inductive systems which is a strict epimorphism
of bounded sets for each term of the system and for IndmpˆF1q follows easily from
the fact that IndmpˆF1q is a concrete category. Hence, we are reduced to the case
of Proposition 3.3. 
We cannot use the categories SimppˆF1q for homotopical algebra comfortably
because they are not complete nor cocomplete. But the other categories we are
discussing are, and for them we can prove that they admit a nice model structure.
Theorem 3.5. The categories of simplicial objects overˆď1F1 , IndpˆF1q and IndmpˆF1q
admit a model structure which endow them of a structure of simplicial model cate-
gory. Moreover, this model structure is cofibrantly generated.
Proof. It is enough to apply Theorem 6.3 of [11]. The model structure deduced in
this way is determined as follows. A morphism f : X‚ Ñ Y ‚ of simplicial objects
is an equivalence if for each projective object P (in our case any object in the
considered category) the map of simplicial sets
Hom pP,X‚q Ñ Hom pP, Y ‚q
is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets, where Hom pP,X‚q is the simplicial set
obtained by applying the functor Hom pP,´q at each degree. The (trivial) fibrations
are defined to be the morphisms such that for each projective P
Hom pP,X‚q Ñ Hom pP, Y ‚q
is a (trivial) fibration of simplicial sets. Cofibrations are identified by the left lifting
property with respect to the trivial fibrations.
We notice also that we can apply Theorem 6.3 of [11] because our categories
satisfy condition (**) stated before the theorem in ibid. This is the case because
ˆď1F1 is small by our assumptions and both IndpˆF1q and IndmpˆF1q are generated
by filtered colimits of elements of ˆF1 which form a small subcategory of compact
objects. 
We introduce some notation for describing a generating set of cofibrations for the
models structure given by Theorem 3.5. We denote by ∆n the standard simplex,
∆n its boundary and Λk,n the k-th horn of the n-simplex. For any X P C, with C
having finite coproducts, we define the simplicial object
pX b ∆nqj “
ž
σPp∆nqj
X, j ď n
with the obvious maps. In the same way we define X b ∆n and Λk,n.
Corollary 3.6. The model structures of ˆď1F1 , IndpˆF1q and IndmpˆF1q can be
generated by the following set of cofibrations
I “ tP b ∆n Ñ P b ∆n|n ě 0u
J “ tP b Λk,n Ñ P b ∆n|n ą 0, 0 ď k ď nu
for all objects P P ˆF1.
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Proof. This corollary is still part of Theorem 6.3 of [11]. Notice that since the
categories ˆF1 are small the classes I and J are actually sets. 
Notice that we cannot apply Theorem 6.3 of [11] directly to the category ˆF1
because it is not complete and cocomplete. We denote by Hopˆď1F1 q, HopIndpˆF1qq
and HopIndmpˆF1qq the homotopy categories relative to the model structures in-
troduced so far.
Proposition 3.7. Let R be a Banach ring. The categories of simplicial objects
over ˆď1R , IndpˆRq and IndmpˆRq admit a model structure which endow them of a
structure of simplicial model category. Moreover, this model structure is cofibrantly
generated and throught the Dold-Kahn correspondence two simplicial objects are weak
equivalent if and only if their associated complexes are strictly quasi-isomorphic.
Proof. This proposition is essentially proved in [11], Corollary 6.4. The class of
cofibrations, fibrations and weak-equivalences can be described as in Theorem 3.5.
Notice that we can also apply Corollary 6.4 of [11] to the abelian envelop of each
of the categories ˆď1R , IndpˆRq and IndmpˆRq. We devote the rest of the proof in
giving more details about the argument discussed so far.
We discuss only the case of IndpˆRq. It is clear that the class of projective
objects (in the sense of quasi-abelian category theory, cf. [3] Section 2.2) and
strict epimorphisms define a projective class in IndpˆRq, in the sense of Defini-
tion 3.2. Let us denote with LHpIndpˆRqq the abelian envelop of IndpˆRq (re-
call that LHpIndpˆRqq and IndpˆRq are derived equivalent). We can define on
SimppIndpˆRqq and SimppLHpIndpˆRqqq the model structures given as in Theo-
rem 3.5: a (trivial) fibration f : X‚ Ñ Y ‚ is a map such that
Hom pP,X‚q Ñ Hom pP, Y ‚q
is a (trivial) fibration of simplicial sets and a weak-equivalence is a map such that
Hom pP,X‚q Ñ Hom pP, Y ‚q
is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for all projectives P . Cofibrations are defined
by the left lifting property with respect to trivial fibrations. Now, since the projective
classes in IndpˆRq and in LHpIndpˆRqq are the same, it is easy to see that the
adjunction
ι : SimppIndpˆRqq Õ SimppLHpIndpˆRqqq : R
is not only a Quillen adjunction but even a Quillen equivalence. Indeed, it is imme-
diate to check that ι and R preserves cofibrations, fibrations and weak-equivalences.
This proves the claim. 
Remark 3.8. Proposition 3.7 implies that the notion of derived category and de-
rived functors we will discuss in this paper is coincides with the notion discussed by
Schneiders in its study of quasi-abelian categories (cf. [24]) and used by the authors
in [5], [3], [4].
The next theorem generalizes the derived equivalences between the category of
bornological vector spaces over a valued field and the category of Ind-Banach spaces
(see [23], Proposition 3.10, Proposition 4.12 (c), Proposition 5.16 (b)) to a derived
equivalence between the categories Indmpˆ˚q and Indpˆ˚q.
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Lemma 3.9. The projective class generated by the essentially monomorphic objects
and strict epimorphisms in SimppIndpˆ˚qq is equal to the projective class generated
by all projective objects.
Proof. We can apply the non-abelian version of Lemma 1.5 of [11], whose proof is
identical to the one given in loc. cit. Therefore, it is enough to check that every
object of Indpˆ˚q is a retract of coproducts of projective objects of Indmpˆ˚q.
We divide the proof in two case: ˚ “ F1 and ˚ “ R. In the first case we notice that
that any strict epimorphism of objects of IndpˆF1q is split because it is a cokernel
of a pair of morphisms and cokernels of a morphism of ind-objects can be computed
objectwise. The fact that strict epimorphisms of ˆF1 split has been proved in the
proof of Proposition 3.3. Therefore, it is enough to check that for each object of
IndpˆF1q there exists an essentially monomorphic object with a strict epimorphism
to it. So, if “ limÑ ”
iPI
Xi P IndpˆF1q we can consider the object
š
iPI
Xi P IndpˆF1q which
comes with a canonical strict epimorphism
š
iPI
Xi Ñ “ limÑ ”
iPI
Xi.
š
iPI
Xi is obviously
essentially monomorphic.
The same statement for IndpˆRq can be deduced from Lemma 3.29 of [3] and the
explicit description of projectives given there. 
Theorem 3.10. The categories SimppIndpˆ˚qq and SimppIndmpˆ˚qq endowed
with the model structures discussed so far are Quillen equivalent.
Proof. Consider the Quillen adjunction
ι : SimppIndmpˆ˚qq Õ SimppIndpˆ˚qq : R
where ι is the inclusion functor and R is its adjoint. Notice that ι is the right adjoint
and therefore for every X P SimppIndpˆ˚qq we have a canonical mapX Ñ ιpRpXqq.
Notice also that pf : X Ñ Y q P SimppIndmpˆ˚qq is a weak equivalence if and
only if ιpfq is a weak equivalence because by Lemma 3.9 we can check the condition
of being a weak equivalence in SimppIndpˆ˚qq on essentially monomorphic objects.
Because of that, it is enough to check that the canonical morphism X Ñ ιpRpXqq
is a weak equivalence. It is enough to pick any object Z P Indmpˆ˚q and check that
Hom pιpZq,Xq Ñ Hom pιpZq, ιpRpXqqq
is a weak equivalence. This follows from the adjunction
Hom pιpZq,Xq – Hom pZ,RpXqq – Hom pιpZq, ιpRpXqqq
where the second isomorphism of simplicial sets is given by the fact that ι is fully
faithful. 
In order to define derived analytic spaces we need to introduce the categories of
simplicial commutative monoids over the simplicial model categories introduced so
far.
Definition 3.11. We use the following notation:
‚ sCommpˆ˚q denotes the category of simplicial semi-normed (resp. normed,
resp. Banach) monoids, i.e. the category of monoids of Simppˆ˚q;
‚ sCommpˆď1˚ q denotes the category of simplicial semi-normed (resp. normed,
resp. Banach) monoids with contracting morphisms, i.e. the category of
monoids of Simppˆď1˚ q;
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‚ sCommpIndpˆ˚qq denotes the category of simplicial ind-semi-normed (resp.
ind-normed, resp. ind-Banach) monoids, i.e. the category of monoids of
SimppIndpˆ˚qq;
‚ sCommpIndmpˆ˚qq denotes the category of simplicial bornological (resp.
separated bornological, resp. complete bornological) monoids, i.e. the cate-
gory of monoids of SimppIndmpˆ˚qq.
In the rest of this section we will show that the categories of simplicial commu-
tative monoids introduced in Definition 3.11 inherit a structure of model category
from their base categories which has good properties.
Lemma 3.12. Let f : X‚ Ñ Y ‚ be a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) in Simppˆď1˚ q
or SimppIndmpˆ˚qq then f is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) of the underlying
simplicial sets.
Proof. Consider the map of simplicial sets
f˚ : Hom pt˚1u,X‚q Ñ Hom pt˚1u, Y ‚q
induced by f . The functor Hom pt˚1u, ¨q is isomorphic to the forgetful functor and
by hypothesis if f is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) then f˚ is a fibration (resp.
weak equivalence). 
Lemma 3.13. Let f : P b ∆n Ñ P b ∆n be a generating cofibration of the
model structure of SimppIndmpˆ˚qq or Simppˆď1˚ q, then f is a cofibration of the
underlying simplicial sets.
Proof. The underlying simplicial set of P b ∆n is just the coproduct of the simplicial
set ∆n indexed by X, because for each i
pX b ∆nqi “
ž
σPp∆nqi
X “
ž
xPX
p∆nqi
and, as a map of underlying simplicial sets
f “
ž
xPX
g : P b ∆n Ñ P b ∆n
where
g : ∆n Ñ ∆n
is the inclusion of the boundary of ∆n. Hence it is a cofibration of simplicial sets. 
Theorem 3.14. The categories Simppˆď1˚ q, SimppIndpˆ˚qq and SimppIndmpˆ˚qq
are symmetric monoidal model categories.
Proof. We have to check that these categories satisfy the monoidal axiom and the
commutative monoidal axiom. We work out the case of SimppIndmpˆ˚qq because
it is the one we care most. For SimppIndpˆ˚qq one notice that we proved that it
is Quillen equivalent to SimppIndmpˆ˚qq and for Simppˆď1˚ q we notice that our
proof can be adapted for these categories.
The first axiom to check is the unit axiom, which requires that for each X P
SimppIndmpˆ˚qq and I P SimppIndmpˆ˚qq the identity of the tensor product one
has that
QpIqb˚X Ñ Ib˚X
is a weak equivalence, where QpIq is the cofibrant replacement of I. This is true
because in all our categories I is cofibrant, hence QpIq is actually isomorphic to
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I. Then, we need to check the pushout-product axiom. We can check it for the
generating cofibrations (which are described in Corollary 3.6) for which it is stated as
follows: Let f : X “ P b ∆n Ñ Y “ P b ∆n and g : X 1 “ Q b ∆n Ñ Y 1 “ Q b ∆n
be two generating cofibrations then
h : pYb˚X 1q
ž
Xb˚X1
pXb˚Y 1q Ñ Yb˚Y 1
is a cofibration. Notice that f and f 1 are cofibrations of the underlying simplicial
sets and that every trivial fibration of SimppIndmpˆ˚qq is a trivial fibration of the
underlying simplicial sets. Hence the diagram
pY b˚X 1q
š
Xb˚X1pXb˚Y 1q E
Yb˚Y 1 F
h
can be completed with the dashed arrow as a diagram of simplicial sets. This fol-
lows by the fact that f and f 1 are cofibrations of the underlying simplicial sets
which implies that h is a cofibration. So, since by Lemma 3.12 trivial fibrations
of bornological simplicial sets induce trivial fibrations of the underlying simpli-
cial sets, the dashed arrow always exists as a map of simplicial sets. But since
pY b˚X 1q
š
Xb˚X1pY 1b˚Xq Ñ E is bounded and h is a strict morphism, then the
diagonal map is always bounded. To see that h is a strict morphism we notice that
in the pushout diagram
Xb˚X 1 Xb˚Y 1
Yb˚X 1 pYb˚X 1q
š
Xb˚X1pY 1b˚Xq
to upper horizontal and the left vertical maps are obviously strict monomorphisms
which implies that also the other two are, because pushouts preserve strict monos.
Hence in the commutative diagram
Xb˚Y 1
pYb˚X 1q
š
Xb˚X1pY 1b˚Xq X 1b˚Y 1
Yb˚X 1
h
all maps are known to be strict but h which is then a strict morphism too.
An analogue argument permits to prove that fl
n{Sn, the n-fold pushout product
of f with itself modulo the action of the symmetric group, is always a cofibration.
Proving the symmetric monoidal axiom and the theorem. 
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Corollary 3.15. The categories sCommpˆď1˚ q, sCommpIndpˆ˚qq and sCommpIndmpˆ˚qq
inherit a structure of combinatorical model structure from the model structures de-
fined so far on the categories of simplicial modules.
Proof. Theorem 3.14 implies that we can define model structures on the categories
sCommpˆď1˚ q, sCommpIndpˆ˚qq and sCommpIndmpˆ˚qq by defining fibrations
(resp. weak equivalences) to be the maps which are fibrations (resp. weak equiv-
alences) of the underlying simplicial objects of Simppˆď1˚ q, SimppIndpˆ˚qq and
SimppIndmpˆ˚qq, respectively, as a consequence of Theorem 3.2 of [28]. 
Remark 3.16. It is a standard fact that the categories sCommpˆď1˚ q, sCommpIndpˆ˚qq
and sCommpIndmpˆ˚qq with the models structure defined in Theorem 3.14 can be
interpreted as the categories of E8-algebras over Simppˆď1˚ q, SimppIndpˆ˚qq and
SimppIndmpˆ˚qq respectively.
Let A be a simplicial commutative object of one of the categories introduced so
far, then we can associate to A the categoy of its modules, denoted ModpAq, and
the category of A-algebras, denoted CommpAq.
Proposition 3.17. With the notation introduced so far, bothModpAq and CommpAq
inherit a structure of combinatorical model categories for which ModpAq is a sim-
plicial model category.
Proof. Again this is a consequence of Theorem 3.14. 
Remark 3.18. Later on, we will use also the language of 8-categories for discussing
derived analytic spaces over F1 and mainly for defining analytic stacks over F1. For
all the purposes of this work the language of model categories and of 8-categories
are to be considered equivalent and a model category has to be considered just as
a presentation of an 8-category. In particular, notice that the model categories
introduced so far define 8-categories.
We will switch between these two languages freely, using the one that fits better
in our discussion at each time.
4. Bornological rings
Up to now we discussed bornological modules over F1 or over Banch rings but
we will need to use more general base rings. In this section we introduce the notion
of (complete) bornological ring and its spectrum and we give some fundamental
examples which will be needed in the applications. In the subsequent sections it will
be clear why we need to introduce this notion and we cannot bound ourselves to
work only with Banach rings (cf. Theorem 6.4).
Definition 4.1. A (resp. separated, resp. complete) bornological ring is an object
of CommpIndmpSNZqq (resp. CommpIndmpNrZqq, resp. CommpIndmpBanZqq)
We will mainly work with complete bornological rings therefore, if not differently
specified, all our bornological rings are supposed to be complete.
Definition 4.2. Let R be a bornological ring. The spectrum of R is defined to be
the topological spaceMpRq of bounded multiplicative semi-norms on R equipped with
the weak topology.
Remark 4.3. Notice this notion of spectrum is compatible with the notion of spec-
trum of a Banach ring given by Berkovich in [8], cf. Chapter 1.
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The next example shows the main examples of bornological rings we are interested
in.
Example 4.4. (1) We briefly recall some analytic properties of the ring of in-
tegers. The ring of integers with the Euclidean absolute value pZ, | ¨ |8q is a
Banach ring. As explained in the first chapter of [8] its spectrum, denoted
MpZq, is a pro-finite graph as depicted in the following picture. It is a tree
| ¨ |8
2 p
5
3
| ¨ |0
Figure 1. MpZq
with one node of infinite valence, corresponding to the trivial norm from
which start one branch for each prime number and one for the Archimedean
place of Z. The topology is equivalent to the topology of the pro-finite tree.
In the same way one can describe the spectrum of the ring of integers of a
number field OK Ă K when OK is equipped with the norm
}x} “ max
σ:KãÑC
|x|σ x P OK .
The spectrum MppOK , } ¨ }qq is a tree similar to MpZq with a branch for
each place of OK starting from the central node which corresponds to the
trivial norm.
(2) Berkovich in [9] defined the Banach ring pC, } ¨ }q where
}x} .“ maxt|x|0, |x|8u.
In a more functorial way, one can think about this ring as
pC, } ¨ }q – Im pC ∆Ñ pC, | ¨ |0q ˆ pC, | ¨ |8qq
where ∆ is the diagonal map. Notice thatMppC, }¨}qq – r0, 1s where ǫ P r0, 1s
is identified with | ¨ |ǫ8. The same construction can be done for R in place
of C and for any arbitrary sub-interval of rr1, r2s Ă r0, 1s yielding a Banach
ring pR, } ¨ }r1,r2q whose spectrum can be identified with the interval rr1, r2s.
The concept of bornological ring permits to generalize this construction to
open intervals (or half-open) pr1, r2q Ă r0, 1s by considering the ring
Rpr1,r2q “ limÐ
r1ărăr1ăr2
pR, } ¨ }r,r1q.
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Clearly MpRpr1,r2qq – pr1, r2q. Notice that the spaces pRpr1,r2q,MpRpr1,r2qqq
can be canonically identified as analytic subspaces (in the sense explained in
the next section) ofMpZq and also ppR, } ¨ }r1,r2q,MppR, } ¨ }r1,r2qqq if r1 ą 0,
as Figure 2 shows.
| ¨ |8
2 p
5
3
| ¨ |0
MpRpr1,r2qq
MppZ2qr0,r2qq
MppQpqpr1,r2qq
Figure 2. MpRpr1,r2qq,MppQpqpr1, r2qq andMppZ2qr0,r2qq as a sub-
spaces of MpZq
(3) The same construction of previous example can be worked out for the p-adic
branches of MpZq. Briefly, we can define
pQp, } ¨ }r1,r2q – Im pQp ∆Ñ pQp, | ¨ |r1q ˆ pQp, | ¨ |r2qq,
explicitly Qp is equipped with the norm
}x}r1,r2 “ maxt|x|r1p , |x|r2p u, x P Qp
where now rr1, r2s Ă r0,8s. And then
pQpqpr1,r2q “ limÐ
r1ărăr1ăr2
pQp, } ¨ }r,r1q.
and again the analytic spaces defined by these bornological rings can be
canonically identified with sub-spaces of MpZq as shown in Figure 2.
(4) In the same vein one can define also pZpqpr1,r2q, but in this case one has that
| ¨ |r1p ď | ¨ |r2p if r1 ď r2, hence pZpqpr1,r2q – pZpqr0,r2q. Thus, Zp determines
open and closed neighborhoods of the maximal point tpu in MpZq.
(5) Building on the last example, we can give an even more geometric interpre-
tation of the neighborhoods of the form pZpqr0,rq of tpu in MpZq. One can
introduce the algebras of convergent analytic functions on Z as the algebra
SZpρq, for any radius ρ, as in equation (A.1.1). We refer to the appendix and
to Section 6 of [3] for general properties of these algebras. In this example
we notice that we can define Weierstrass localizations of these algebras in
the usual way: For any f P SZpρq we define
SZpρqxσ´1fy “ SZpρqxσ
´1T y
pT ´ fq
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for σ ą 0, which has the usual geometric interpretation as the subspace of
MpZq where |f | ď σ. It is easy to show that in the particular case when
f “ p and σ “ r´1p one gets
SZpρqxσ´1fy “ pZpqr0,rs,
hence pZpqr0,rq can be seen as a Weierstrass localization of the convergent
power-series over Z.
We will see later on how these segments relate to p-adic Hodge theory, now we
introduce the base change functor from F1 for bornological rings.
Definition 4.5. Let R – “ limÑ ”
iPI
Ri be a (complete) bornological ring and M a
normed set. Then we define the base change of M to R as
M bF1 R .“ “ limÑ
iPI
”
ž
xPM
ď1rRis|x|M
and its completed version, using the same formula
M pbF1R .“ “ limÑ
iPI
”
ž
xPM
ď1rRis|x|M
where in the first case
š
xPM
ď1 is computed in NrR and in the second case in BanR.
Definition 4.5 can be immediately generalized to arbitrary bornological or Ind-
normed sets, but we do not discuss this notion since it will not be used in this work.
It is also clear that M pbF1p¨q is a functor from CommpCBornZq to CBornZ.
Remark 4.6. In the previous definition we do not writež
xPM
ď1rRis|x|M “M bF1 Ri
because Ri is not a sub-ring of R in general and we reserve the notation p¨q bF1 R
for rings.
Notice that if R is a Fre´chet-like bornological ring, i.e. one naturally presented as
a projective limit
R – limÐ
iPI
Ri
for calculating the base change form F1 to R of a bornological module we first have
to represent R as an inductive limit of normed modules by applying Lemma 2.10.
So, if one has a projective limit of bornological rings as above it is not clear that
one has
M pbF1R – limÐ
iPI
pM pbF1Riq.
The next proposition shows that this is true in an important case.
Proposition 4.7. Let M be normed set and R – limÐ
iPI
Ri a bornological ring. Then
M pbF1R – limÐ
iPI
pM pbF1Riq
as a bornological module.
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Proof. First we notice that the functor M pbF1p¨q commutes with equalizers. Indeed,
if R Ñ S is a pair of maps of Banach rings then
eq pM pbF1R Ñ M pbF1Sq “ eq pž
xPM
ď1
R|x|M Ñ
ž
xPM
ď1
S|x|M q
and since taking contracting coproducts of Z-modules is an exact functor in BanZ
we get that last expression is isomorphic to
M pbF1 peq pR Ñ Sqq .
Hence it remains to show that M pbF1p¨q commutes with products. We can apply
Lemma 2.10 to compute R “śiPI Ri as a bornological ring which yields
R “ “ limÑ
φPΦ
”Rφ
using the notation of the lemma and in this particular case Φ is the set of maps
I Ñ Ně1. Notice that we can write
Rφ “
ź
iPI
ď1rRis 1
φpiq
where rRis 1
φpiq
denotes the Banach module Ri with the norm rescaled by the factor
1
φpiq . The same lemma applied to ź
iPI
pM pbF1Riq
yields ź
iPI
pM pbF1Riq “ “ limÑ
φPΦ
”Mφ
where denoted
Mφ “
ź
iPI
ď1rM pbF1Ris 1
φpiq
.
Now notice that fo each fixed φ P Φ there exists a φ1 such that
φpiq ă φ1piq, @i P I.
Hence the system maps
Rφ Ñ Rφ1
factors through ž
iPI
ď1rRis 1
φ1piq
ãÑRφ1 .
Hence, we can write
M pbF1p“ limÑ
φPΦ
”Rφq –M pbF1p“ limÑ
φPΦ
”
ž
iPI
ď1rRis 1
φpiq
q “ “ limÑ
φPΦ
”
ž
xPM
ď1r
ž
iPI
ď1rRis 1
φpiq
s|x|M –
– “ limÑ
φPΦ
”
ž
iPI
ď1r
ž
xPM
ď1rRis|x|M s 1
φpiq
– “ limÑ
φPΦ
”
ž
iPI
ď1rM pbF1Ris 1
φpiq
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and, by our previous remark, the last object can be identified with
ś
iPI
pM pbF1Riq.
Notice that we used the easy-to-check relationž
iPI
ď1r
ž
xPM
ď1rRis|x|M s 1
φpiq
–
ž
iPI
ď1ž
xPM
ď1rRis|x|M 1φpiq –
ž
xPM
ď1ž
iPI
ď1rRis|x|M 1φpiq –
–
ž
xPM
ď1r
ž
iPI
ď1rRis 1
φpiq
s|x|M .

Remark 4.8. Proposition 4.7 does not generalize to any bornological set M .
5. Analytic spaces over F1
In this section we discuss an analogue of the theory of affinoid spaces and Stein
spaces over F1. We develop a basic dictionary for discussing of analytic spaces over
any base and when ˚ is taken to be a complete valued field our notions are compatible
with the usual ones of complex analytic geometry and non-Archimedean geometry.
We do not develop the abstract theory in depth because it is not needed for the goal
of this work. We bound ourself in introducing some basic objects, analogous to the
open and closed polydisks of analytic geometry and we show that their base change
to valued fields give the usual polydisks discussed in analytic geometry, both over
C and over non-Archimedean fields. Then, we discuss how to put a topology on the
category of such spaces using homotopical algebra. This topology generalizes the
transcendental topology of analytic geometry and coincides with it when applied for
analytic spaces over valued fields. Again, only the basic features of these theories
are discussed in this work. Much more details will be given in [6] and [7].
We start by introducing the notion of derived analytic space. Our geometry will
be base on the categories of bornological modules, completed when the base is a
Banach ring and normed when the base is F1. Therefore in this section we will use
the shorthand notation
Comm˚ “
#
CommpIndmpNrF1qq if ˚ “ F1
CommpIndmpBanRqq otherwise
and
sComm˚ “
#
sCommpIndmpNrF1qq if ˚ “ F1
sCommpIndmpBanRqq otherwise
.
This is motivated by the fact that there exists objects in sCommpIndmpNrF1qq
which we want to consider as analytic spaces over F1 which are not Banach sets,
therefore the notion of complete normed set over F1 does not seems to be as useful
as the notion of Banach module over Banach rings.
The first step is to introduce the notions of affine analytic spaces. As remarked
in Remark 3.18 we can associate to the model categories we are working with 8-
categories in a canonical way. We denote the categories obtained in this way by
adding a8´ in the notation before the name of their model category, as for example
8´ sComm˚ .
Definition 5.1. The category of 8-affine analytic spaces over ˚ is the category 8´
Aff˚ “ 8´ sCommop˚ . We denote the duality functor by Spec : 8´ sComm˚ Ñ
8´Aff˚.
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Definition 5.2. The category of derived affine analytic spaces over ˚ is the category
dAff˚ “ HopsCommop˚ q, the homotopy category of the opposite of the category of
sComm˚. We denote the duality functor by Spec : HopsComm˚q Ñ dAff˚.
Remark 5.3. There is a fully faithful inclusion functor
ι : Commop˚ ãÑdAff˚
which is adjoint to the functor
π0 : dAff˚ Ñ Commop˚ .
Definition 5.4. The category of affine analytic spaces over ˚ is the full sub-category
of dAff˚ identified by the functor ι and it will be denoted by Aff˚.
Remark 5.5. Notice that thanks to the classical results of analytic geometry, when
˚ “ k, a complete valued field, the categories of affine analytic space, i.e. affinoid
spaces, Stein spaces, dagger affinoid spaces, etc.. embed naturally in the categories
we have defined so far. For more information about this topic see [2], [3], [4].
Recall that we defined a model structure onModpAq for any A P sComm˚. This
allows us to speak about derived functors amongst these categories and we will use
them for defining a Grothendieck topolgoy on HopsComm˚q.
Definition 5.6. A morphism f : A Ñ B in sComm˚ is said to be a homotopy
epimorphism if
BpbLAB Ñ B
is an isomorphism in HopModpAqq. The opposite map in 8 ´Aff˚ is called ho-
motopy monomorphism.
Definition 5.7. We say that a collection of morphisms tfi : AÑ Biu is a covering
of Spec pAq if the family of functors pfiq˚ : HopModpAqq Ñ HopModpBiqq is
conservative.
Proposition 5.8. The family of homotopy monomorphisms with finite coverings in
the sense of Definition 5.7 define a Grothendieck model topology on 8´Aff˚ in the
sense of HAG (cf. Definition 1.3.1.1 of [27]).
Proof. We need to check that the notions we introduced define a Grothendieck topol-
ogy on dAff˚. Thus, homotopy monomorphisms are stable by pullbacks because
they are monomorphisms in dAff˚ and the composition of two coverings is clearly
a covering because the composite covering clearly defines a conservative family of
functors because we are dealing only with finite coverings. 
Definition 5.9. The topology defined in Proposition 5.8 is called the homotopy
Zariski topology.
Remark 5.10. We call the topology defined in Definition 5.9 homotopy Zariski
topology whereas formal homotopy Zariski topology would have been a more suitable
name. But we do not have a good notion of what is a finitely presented morphism,
neither in CommpCBornkq, when k is a valued field. The usual categorical notion
of finitely presentedness fails to encompass the spaces one would like to call of
finite presentation. Hence we take take this topology as our analogue of the Zariski
topology, keeping in mind that it is more like the formal Zariski topology of algebraic
geometry.
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We postpone to next sub-section the discussion of some basic examples of homo-
topy monomorphisms for analytic spaces over F1 (see Example 5.19). We will do
that after we have introduced the disks and polydisk over F1 and then see some
examples of open embeddings between them. In the next example we recall how the
homotopy Zariski topology looks like in classical settings.
Example 5.11. (1) Let’s consider ˚ “ k a non-Archimedean complete valued
field. In this case the category sCommk is very big but it contains as a
full sub-category the category of affinoid algebras. It has been shown in [5]
that a morphism of affinoid algebras A Ñ B is a homotopy epimorphisms
if and only if it is an affinoid subdomain localization, i.e. if it identifies
Spec pBq as an affinoid subdomain of Spec pAq. Therefore, the homotopy
Zariski topology of sCommopk restricts to the weak G-topology of classical
rigid geometry on the category of affinoid algebra.
(2) Now let’s consider ˚ “ k any complete (for the sake of simplicity non-
trivially) valued field, Archimedean or not. In the same vein as one de-
fines affinoid algebras one can define dagger affinoid algebras and dagger
affinoid spaces. The advantage of this point of view is that it works uni-
formly over any base field (cf. [2] and [3] for more details). In [3] it has
been shown that the homotopy Zariski topology of sCommopk restricts to
the weak G-topology of dagger affinoid spaces. In particular, a morphism
of dagger affinoid algebras is a homotopy epimorphism if and only if it is
dagger affinoid sub-domain localization.
(3) Let ˚ “ k be as in last example. One has the theory of Stein spaces over
k, which are spaces completely determined by the Freche´t algebra of global
analytic functions, hence they are affine analytic spaces in the sense of Defi-
nition 5.4. These spaces are without borders and hence an open embedding
between them really identifies a space as a open subspace of the other, even
topologically (in particular for k “ C one has the usual topology of com-
plex spaces). In [4] it has been shown that the homotopy Zariski topology
of sCommopk is strictly related to the transcendental topology of analytic
spaces. Again, a morphism of Stein spaces is a homotopy monomorphism if
and only if it is an open immersion.
Of course one can also introduce the notion of e´tale map using the cotangent
complex and then the e´tale topology or other topologies of interest. We will discuss
e´tale maps and the e´tale topology in a future work.
We use the functor of points approach for defining analytic spaces over F1, hence
it is useful to recall what is a stack in the settings we are working with.
Definition 5.12. The category of 8-analytic stacks over ˚ is defined to be the
full-category of 8 ´ Funcp8 ´ Affop˚ , sSetsq given by the objects that preserves
weak-equivalences and satisfies descent for homotopy hypercoverings associated to
the homotopy Zariski topology and it is denoted 8´ Stack˚.
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Let F : dAffop Ñ HopsSetsq be a functor, we say that F is a derived analytic
stack if it fits in the diagram
8´Affop˚ sSets
dAff
op
˚ HopsSetsqF
where the upper horizontal arrow is an 8-stack. The category of derived analytic
stacks over ˚ is denoted dStack˚.
A functor F : Affop Ñ Sets is said to be an analytic stack if it fits in the
diagram
dAff
op
˚ HopsSetsq
Aff
op
˚ Sets
π0 π0
F
where the upper horizontal arrow is a derived stack. The category of analytic stacks
over ˚ is denoted Stack˚.
Every 8-affine analytic space defines an 8-analytic stack, every derived affine
analytic space defines a derived analytic stack and every affine analytic space defines
an analytic stack through the suitable version of Yoneda lemma (cf. Corollary 1.3.2.5
of [27]). Moreover, the class of (resp. 8, resp. derived) analytic stacks form a
category and it makes sense to discuss about (homotopy) monomorphisms between
them.
Definition 5.13. Let X be a (resp. 8, resp. derived) affine analytic space.
‚ We say that a (resp. 8, resp. derived) analytic stack F is a Zariski open
of X, if there exists a family tXi Ñ XuiPI of Zariski open embeddings, with
Xi (resp. 8, resp. derived) affine, such that Im p
š
iPI
Xi Ñ Xq – F .
‚ We say that a morphism f : F Ñ G between (resp. 8, resp. derived)
analytic stacks is a Zariski open embedding if for all X and all X Ñ G the
map F ˆG X Ñ X is a (resp. homotopy) monomorphism whose image is a
Zariski open of X.
Definition 5.14. We say that a (resp. 8, resp. derived) analytic stack F is a
(resp. 8, resp. derived) analytic space if there is a family of Zariski embeddings
tXi Ñ FuiPI from (resp. 8, resp. derived) affine analytic spaces such that
š
iPI
Xi Ñ
F is a an epimorphism. The respective categories are denotes 8´An˚, dAn˚ and
An˚.
So far we defined the base change functor p¨qpbF1R : IndmpNrF1q Ñ IndmpBanRq.
It is clear that this functor induces a base change p¨qpbF1R : AffF1 Ñ AffR. The
next proposition checks that this functor is compatible with the homotopy Zariski
topology.
Proposition 5.15. The base change functor p¨qpbF1R induces the following base
change functors:
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(1) p¨qpbF1R : 8´AnF1 Ñ8´AnR;
(2) p¨qpbLF1R : dAnF1 Ñ dAnR;
(3) p¨qpbF1R : AnF1 Ñ AnR;
(4) p¨qpbF1R : 8´ StackF1 Ñ 8´ StackR;
(5) p¨qpbLF1R : dStackF1 Ñ dStackR;
(6) p¨qpbF1R : StackF1 Ñ StackR.
Proof. The statements can be proved in the same way as Proposition 5.12 of [25] is
proved. 
Now that we have the basic tools for doing analytic geometry we introduce disks,
polydisks and annuli over F1.
5.1. Disks and annuli. The simplest objects of analytic geometry are disks and
polydisks and this is true also for the analytic geometry over F1 we are defining.
These objects are the analogue of the polydisks of usual analytic geometry over
valued fields and they come in different flavours: open ones, closed ones and closed
overconvergent. Moreover, we also introduce some kind of perfect disks which will
be linked to the theory of perfectoid field and p-adic Hodge theory later on.
Definition 5.16. We define the closed disk of radius r over F1 as
D‚r “ Spec pSNrď1
F1
p˚rqq
and the open disk of radius r as
D˝r “ Spec plimÐ
ρăr
S
Nr
ď1
F1
p˚ρqq
and the overconvergent disk of radius r as
D:r “ Spec plimÑ
ρąr
S
Nr
ď1
F1
p˚ρqq.
Definition 5.16 we used the notation for the symmetric algebra introduced in
Notation 0.1 and Example 1.22, which is compatible with the notation used in the
appendix (cf. Remark A.2).
Proposition 5.17. Let K be a non-trivially valued field then
D‚r pbF1K “ D‚rpKq, D˝r pbF1K “ D˝rpKq, D:r pbF1K “ D:rpKq
where D‚rpKq, Dr˝ pKq and D:rpKq denote the ℓ1-closed, open and overconvergent disk
over K of radius r.
Proof. By definition
D‚rpKq – Spec pSKprqq,
thus the first isomorphism follows from the formula
S
Nr
ď1
F1
p˚rqpbF1K “ SKprq,
and SKprq is the algebra of ℓ1-analytic functions on the closed disk of radius r.
The isomorphism
D:r pbF1K “ D:rpKq
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follows by the fact that
plimÑ
ρąr
S
Nr
ď1
F1
p˚rqqpbF1K – plimÑ
ρąr
S
Nr
ď1
F1
p˚rqpbF1Kq – plimÑ
ρąr
S
Nr
ď1
F1
prqq
because p¨qpbF1R is a left adjoint functor. Finally
D˝r pbF1K “ D˝rpKq
follows by the direct computation
plimÐ
ρăr
S
Nr
ď1
F1
p˚rqqpbF1K – plimÐ
ρăr
S
Nr
ď1
F1
p˚rqpbF1Kq.

The same reasoning given for global analytic spaces in the sense of Poineau, see
[22].
Proposition 5.18. Let R be a Banach ring then
D‚r pbF1R “ D‚rpRq, D˝r pbF1R “ D˝rpRq, D:r pbF1R “ D:rpRq
where D‚rpRq is the global closed ℓ1-disk Dr˝pKq is the global open disk D:rpKq is the
global overconvergent disk.
Proof. The proof uses the same ideas of 5.17. We refer to [22] for the notion of
global analytic spaces. 
The same constructions and results can be given for polydisks. Briefly, the n-
dimensional closed polydisk of polyradius r “ pr1, . . . , rnq ą 0 is defined by
D‚,nr “ Spec pSNrď1
F1
p˚r1q bF1 . . .bF1 SNrď1
F1
p˚rnqq.
The open and dagger polydisks are defined in analogous ways. We leave the details
of these constructions to the reader since in this work we will be only interested to
disks of one dimension. In the next examples we discuss basic examples of homotopy
epimorphisms.
Example 5.19. (1) Consider two closed disks D‚r and D‚r1 with r
1 ă r. The
identity map Sr “ SNrď1
F1
p˚rq Ñ Sr1 “ SNrď1
F1
p˚r1q is bounded (but it is not
an isomorphism) and hence induces a morphismD‚r1 Ñ D‚r of analytic spaces
over F1. We show that this morphism is a homotopy monomorphism so that
we can think that the disks over F1 of smaller radii are embedded in the ones
with bigger radii, as in usual analytic geometry. We need to show that
Sr1 bLSr Sr1 Ñ Sr1
is an isomorphism. We can use the bar resolution of Sr1 for representing
Sr1 bLSr Sr1 and we have to show that
Coker pSr1 bF1 Sr1 bF1 Sr Ñ Sr1 bF1 Srq – Sr1.
The underlying map of sets is clearly bijective because Sr Ñ Sr1 is the
identity map, hence we just need to show that it is a strict morphism. Thus,
as a monoid
Coker pSr1 bF1 Sr1 bF1 Sr Ñ Sr1 bF1 Srq –
N2
∆pNq – N
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and with this identification the norm on the quotient coincides with the norm
on Sr1 .
Notice that when k is a (non-Archimedean) valued field the morphism
D‚r1 pbF1k – D‚r1pkq Ă D‚r pbF1k – D‚rpkq
induced by the base change is the usual inclusion of (ℓ1-)disks centered in
zero.
(2) Of course one can consider inclusions between open disk and overconvergent
disk over F1. For an inclusion of overconvergent disks, one can check that
D
:
r1 Ñ D:r is a homotopy monomorphism reducing to the case of closed disks
by noticing that filtered direct limits commute with quotients. Hence,
Coker p limÑ
ρ1ąr1
Sρ1 bF1 limÑ
ρ1ąr1
Sρ1 bF1 limÑ
ρąr
Sρ Ñ limÑ
ρ1ąr1
Sρ1 bF1 limÑ
ρąr
Sρq –
– limÑ
ρ1ąr1
limÑ
ρąr1
Coker pSρ1 bF1 Sρ1 bF1 Sρ Ñ Sρ1 bF1 Sρq – limÑ
ρ1ąr1
Sρ1 .
A similar reasoning shows that also the inclusion D˝r1 Ñ Dr˝ are homotopy
monomorphisms. In this case one can show that limÐ
ρąr
p1q “ 0 for reducing to
the case of closed disks. We omit the details.
(3) Building on the previous examples one can show that also the inclusions of
disks of different kinds are homotopy monomorphisms, i.e. the inclusion of
closed disk in open ones or overconvergents in opens etc.. in all possible
combinations are all homotopy epimorphisms.
(4) We can define the affine line over F1 as the analytic space
A1F1 “ Spec p limÐ
ρă8
Sρq.
Notice that
A1F1
pbF1C – A1C
and that
p limÐ
ρă8
SρqpbF1C – limÐ
ρă8
SρpbF1C
is the Fre´chet algebra of entire analytic functions. Similar considerations
hold for any non-Archimedean complete valued field in place of C. Using n-
dimensional polydisks we can define n-dimensional affine spaces in a similar
fashion.
Proposition 5.20. The functions on the open and the overconvergent disks over F1
are examples of nuclear bornological sets (in the sense of Definition 2.14) whereas
closed disks are not.
Proof. Direct consequence of Theorem A.5 and Theorem A.6. 
By replacing the monoid N with its group completion Z one gets the definition of
analytic functions on closed/open/overconvergent annuli over F1 whose base change
to valued fields agree with the usual notion of analytic functions over annuli. For
fixing the notation we give the following definition.
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Definition 5.21. We define the closed annulus of radii 0 ă r1 ă r2 over F1 as
A‚r1,r2 “ Spec pZr1,r2q
(cf. Example 1.22 (9) for the notation Zr1,r2); the open annulus of radii 0 ă r1 ă r2
as
A˝r1,r2 “ Spec p limÐ
r1ăρ1ăρ2ăr2
Zρ1,ρ2q
and the overconvergent disk of radius r as
A:r1,r2 “ Spec p limÑ
ρ1ăr1,r2ăρ2
Zρ1,ρ2q.
The observations made so far for disks can be worked out also for annuli. In
particular, the functions on the open and closed annuli are examples of nuclear
bornological sets.
The next kind of disks we are interested to discuss are disks for which the under-
lying monoid is perfect, in some sense (i.e. by requiring some divisibility property).
Therefore we introduce the following notions.
Definition 5.22. We define the closed perfect disk of radius r ą 0 as
PD‚r
.“ Spec pQ`r q,
and the open perfect disk as
PD˝r
.“ Spec plimÐ
ρăr
Q`ρ q.
Recall that Qr` is the monoid introduced in Example 1.22. One can easily intro-
duce also the overconvergent perfect disks but we omit to discuss this kind because
they will not be used later on.
Definition 5.23. We define the closed p-perfect disk of radius r ą 0 as
pPD‚r
.“ Spec pZ`r r
1
p
sq,
and the open p-perfect disk as
pPD˝r
.“ Spec plimÐ
ρăr
Z`ρ r
1
p
sq.
Again the notation Zr` r1p s refers to Example 1.22. It is interesting to compute the
base change of these perfect disks to some base field, as we do in the next example.
Example 5.24. (1) Let k be a trivially valued field. Then, for 0 ă r ă 1
PD‚r pbF1k – Spec pQ`r pbF1kq
is isomorphic to the spectrum of the ring of strictly convergent analytic
functions on the disk of radius r with all n-th roots of the variable added,
i.e. the direct limit of
Spec p limÑ
T ÞÑTn
ď1kxT yq “ Spec p {ď
nPN
krrT 1n ssq,
with suitable normalizations on the norms (cf. Example 1.22 for the nor-
malization of the norms).
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(2) Let k be trivially valued. Then, for 0 ă r ă 1
pPD‚r pbF1k – Spec pZrr1p s`pbF1kq
is isomorphic to the spectrum of the ring of strictly convergent analytic
functions on the disk of radius r with all p-th roots of the variable added,
i.e. the direct limit of
Spec p limÑ
T ÞÑT pn
ď1kxT yq “ Spec p {krrT 1p8 ssq,
with suitable normalizations on the norms.
We need to introduce the concept of perfect annuli for the applications of the next
section.
Definition 5.25. We define the closed perfect annulus of radius 0 ă r1 ă r2 as
PA‚r1,r2
.“ Spec pQr1,r2q,
the open perfect annulus as
PA˝r1,r2
.“ Spec p limÐ
r1ăρ1ăρ2ăr2
Qρ1,ρ2q.
the closed p-perfect annulus as
pPA‚r1,r2
.“ Spec pZr1,r2r 1p sq,
and the open p-perfect annulus as
pPA˝r1,r2
.“ Spec p limÐ
r1ăρ1ăρ2ăr2
Zρ1,ρ2r 1p sq.
Building on Example 5.24 we get the next example.
Example 5.26. Let k be a trivially valued field.
(1) For 0 ă r1, r2 ă 1 one has
Spec pQr1,r2 pbF1kq – Spec p limÑ
T ÞÑTn
ď1Frac pkxT yqq – Spec p {ď
nPN
kppT 1n qqq
the affine analytic space associated to the field of fractions of Qr` pbF1k.
(2) Again, for 0 ă r ă 1 one has
Spec pZrr1
p
sr pbF1kq – Spec p limÑ
T ÞÑT pn
ď1Frac pkxT yqq – Spec p {kppT 1p8 qqq
the affine analytic space associated to the field of fractions of Zrr1p s` pbF1k.
Proposition 5.27. The open and the overconvergent disks and annuli over F1 are
examples of nuclear bornological sets whereas closed disks/annuli are not.
Proof. Direct consequence of Corollary A.7. 
More in general one can think to ordered Banach monoids as generalized annuli
over F1 and study their base changes to various valued fields or to Banach rings.
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Proposition 5.28. Let M be a p-divisible normed commutative group without tor-
sion and F a trivially valued perfect field of characteristic p. Then, if the norm on
M is multiplicative and it induces a total order on M one has that
M pbF1F
is a perfectoid field of characteristic p.
Proof. Consider the subset
M˝ “ tx PM ||x|M ď 1u.
Clearly M “M˝YpM˝q´1. M pbF1F is a field because its elements can be described
as Laurent series whose principal part has finite support indexed by pM˝q´1 and
whose positive part is indexed by M˝.
Now, we can consider the non-Archimedean base change of M to F (cf. Remark
2.2). Then M pbnaF1F becomes a complete valued field, with dense valuation, whose
valuation ring is M˝pbF1F . Since the residue field of M˝pbnaF1F is F , then M pbnaF1F is
a perfectoid field. Finally, we notice that it is easy to check the topology of M pbF1F
is equivalent to the topology of M pbnaF1F , and actually the norm of M pbnaF1F is the
spectral norm of M pbF1F , hence the topology of M pbF1F is the one of a perfectoid
field, which is the only data required for defining a perfectoid field. 
6. Applications
In this section we discuss some applications of the theory developed so far in two
important and related topics: the Fargues-Fontaine curve and the p-typical Witt
vectors. We begin this section with some recall from the theory of the Fargues-
Fontaine curve. A detailed account of the theory can be found in [14] and [15].
6.1. Recall on the theory of the Fargue-Fontaine curve. Recall that there
exists a functor p¨q5 : PerfField0,p Ñ PerfFieldp, from the category of perfectoid
field of mixed characteristic p0, pq to the category of perfectoid fields of equal char-
acteristic p, that associates to a perfectoid field E its tilt E5. E5 is constructed
by considering the valuation ring OE of E and by noticing that the multiplicative
monoid
OE5 “ limÐ
x ÞÑxp
OE
has a natural addition operation which renders OE5 a valuation ring of equal char-
acteristic p. Then E5 is defined as the fraction field of OE5 . Notice that the multi-
plicative monoids of E and E5 are isomorphic.
Let now K be a perfectoid field of characteristic p. The Fargues-Fontaine curve
associated to K classifies the equivalence classes of un-tilts of K, more precisely the
closed points of the Fargues-Fontaine curve are in bijection with un-tilts of K. So,
we briefly recall these notions.
Definition 6.1. Let K be a perfectoid field of characteristic p. A perfectoid field E
characteristic zero is said to be an un-tilt of K if there exists a morphism ι : KãÑE5
which is an embedding of topological fields and a finite extension.
Since we are interested on the geometry of the Fargues-Fontaine curve we use the
word un-tilt also for un-tilts of degree bigger than 1 (the degree of an un-tilt is the
degree of the extension E5{ιpKq) instead of the use of some authors of the word
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un-tilt for referring to un-tilts of degree 1. We say that two un-tilts ιE : KãÑE5
and ιF : KãÑF 5 are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism of topological fields
σ : E Ñ F such that σ5 ˝ ιE “ ιF . The Fargues-Fontaine curve classifies un-tilts up
to equivalence.
Definition 6.2. Let E1 and E2 be two un-tilts of K and φ the Frobenius automor-
phism of K. We say that E1 and E2 are equivalent if there exists an n P N and an
isomorphism E1 Ñ E2 such that the diagram
K E51
K E52
ιE1
φn
ιE2
commutes.
The Fargues-Fontaine curve associated to a perfectoid field K, of characteristic
p, is an adic space constructed in the following way. Consider the ring of p-typical
Witt vectors WppK˝q and its ring of fractions WK “ WppK˝qr1p sr 1rω ss, where ω
is an element in K˝ with norm less than 1 and rωs its Teichmuller lift. For allř
nąą´8
anp
n PWK one can consider the family of norms defined
(6.2.1) |
ÿ
nąą´8
anp
n|r “ sup
nPZ
|an|p´rn, 0 ă r ă 8.
One can take the Fre´chet completion ofWK with respect to metric induced by these
norms (in the sense of the theory of Fre´chet spaces) obtaining a Fre´chet algebra that
we denote AK . The completion of WppK˝qr1p s with respect to the same family of
norms is denoted A`K . More explicitly, one can form the following system of Banach
algebras. For any 1 ď r ă 8 one can consider on WK the norm
(6.2.2) |a|r,r´1 “ maxt|a|r, |a|r´1u, a PWK .
The completion of WK with respect to the norm | ¨ |r,r´1 is a Banach algebra that
can be explicitly described as formed by elements of the form
ř
nąą´8
anp
n such that
sup
nPN
|an|p´r´1n ă 8, sup
nPN
|a´n|p´rn ă 8,
and it is denoted by AK,rr´1,rs. Notice that for each 1 ď r ă r1 the canonical map
AK,rpr1q´1,r1s Ñ AK,rr´1,rs
is bounded, hence we can compute the projective limit as r Ñ 8 and it turns out
that
(6.2.3) limÐ
rÑ8
AK,rr´1,rs – AK .
AK has the property that the set Max pAKq of its closed maximal ideals is canonically
in bijection with the isomorphism classes of un-tilts of K. The Frobenius endomor-
phism φ of K gives rise to an action of Z on Max pAKq whose quotient rMax pAKqφZ s
correspond to un-tilts of K up to equivalence and it can be identified with the closed
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points of an adic space. This latter adic space is called the Fargues-Fontaine curve
of K and we denote it by FFK
In a more geometric fashion, AK is the ring of analytic functions of an affine adic
space, that we can denote Spec pAKq, whose quotient by the action of the Frobienus
is FFK . We will now describe how to obtain AK and the Fargues-Fontaine curve
as base changes of analytic spaces over F1 for suitable choices of K.
6.2. Some examples of Fargue-Fontaine curves over F1.
Notation 6.3. From now on we denote
‚ κ “ {Ť
nPN
Fpppt 1n qq, κ˝ “ {Ť
nPN
Fprrt 1n ss;
‚ κ1 “ {Ť
nPN
Fpppt
1
pn qq, pκ1q˝ “ {Ť
nPN
Fprrt
1
pn ss.
The next is our main result.
Theorem 6.4. Consider the perfectoid field
(6.4.1) Qr pbF1Fp – κ
equipped with its valuation normalized in a way that |t| “ r ă 1 (cf. Proposition
5.28 and Example 5.26). The following isomorphism of Fre´chet bornological algebras
holds
Q`r pbF1pQpqp0,8q – A`κ ,
where pQpqp0,8q denotes the Fre´chet-like structure on the p-adic numbers defined in
Example 4.4.
Proof. On the one hand,
(6.4.2) A`κ “ limÐ
ρÑ8
pWppQ`r pbF1Fpqr1p s, | ¨ |ρ,ρ´1q
where | ¨ |ρ,ρ´1 are the norms of equation (6.2.2) (notice that we are using equation
(6.4.1) for identifying Qr` pbF1Fp with κ˝). As bare bornological sets we can write
WppQ`r pbF1Fp, | ¨ |ρ,ρ´1qr1p s –ź
nPN
ď1rQ`r pbF1Fpsp´ρ´1n ˆź
nPN
ď1rQ`r pbF1Fpsp´ρn
which by the cofinality result of Theorem A.6, can be replaced byž
nPN
ď1rQ`r pbF1Fpsp´ρ´1n ˆž
nPN
ď1rQ`r pbF1Fpsp´ρn
without changing the projective limit (6.4.2). Then,
(6.4.3)ž
nPN
ď1rQ`r pbF1Fpsp´ρ´1n “ž
nPN
ď1r
ž
xPQ`r
ď1rFps|x|sp´ρ´1n –
žď1
nPN,xPQ`r
rFps|x|p´ρ´1n ,
and also ž
nPN
ď1rQ`r pbF1Fpsp´ρn – žď1
nPN,xPQ`r
rFps|x|p´ρn,
On the other hand,
Q`r pbF1pQpqp0,8q “ Q`r pbF1p limÐ
ρă8
pQp, } ¨ }ρ´1,ρqq – limÐ
ρă8
Q`r pbF1pQp, } ¨ }ρ´1,ρq
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where we used Proposition 4.7 for the commutation of the base change functor with
projective limits. Then
Q`r pbF1pQp, }¨}ρ,ρ´1q – ž
xPQ`r
ď1rpQp, }¨}ρ,ρ´1qs|x| –
ž
xPQ`r
ď1r
ź
nPN
ď1rFpsp´ρ´1nˆ
ź
nPN
ď1rFpsp´ρns|x|
again by the cofinality argument of Theorem A.6 we can replace the last bornological
module withž
xPQ`r
ď1r
ž
nPN
ď1rFpsp´ρ´1nˆ
ž
nPN
ď1rFpsp´ρns|x| –
žď1
xPQ`r ,nPN
rFpsp´ρ´1n|x|ˆ
žď1
xPQ`r ,nPN
rFpsp´ρn|x|
without changing the value of the projective limit we are computing. By equation
(6.4.3) this last module is isomorphic with WppQr` pbF1Fpqr1p s.
This shows that the underlying Fre´chet spaces are isomorphic. The fact that this
isomorphism is also an isomorphism of algebras follows easily by noticing that
Q`r pbF1pQpqp0,8q – pQ`r pbF1pZpqp0,8qqr1p s
and
Q`r pbF1pZpqp0,8q
is a strict p-ring whose quotient is Qr` pbF1Fp (cf. the beginning of section 2 of [12] for
the notion of strict p-ring) and this property characterizes the ring WppQr` pbF1Fpq.
Clearly, the ring isomorphism also identifies the underlying bornological modules.

Corollary 6.5. Theorem 6.4, can be restated, in a dual fashion, in the category of
affine analytic spaces, using perfect disks (cf. Definition 5.22):
PD‚r pbLF1pQpqp0,8q – PD‚r pbF1pQpqp0,8q – Spec pA`κ q.
Proof. The fact that all discrete objects of CommF1 are fibrant and cofibrant in
sCommF1 follows easily from the description of the model structure on sCommF1
given so far. Therefore, the derived tensor product coincides with the underived one
as claimed. 
Theorem 6.4, can be stated very easily also for the monoid Zrr1p s` as follows.
Corollary 6.6. We have the isomorphism of bornological algebras
Zrr1
p
s` pbF1pQpqp0,8q – A`κ1
and of affine analytic spaces
pPD‚r pbLF1pQpqp0,8q – pPD‚r pbF1pQpqp0,8q – Spec pA`κ1q.
Proof. The proof goes on the same lines of the proofs given so far. 
Remark 6.7. Theorem 6.4 can be generalized in various ways, by replacing the
field pQpqp0,8q with other non-Archimedean fields equipped with suitable Fre´chet-
like structures or by replacing Qr` and Zrr1p s` by other p-divisible Banach monoids.
Although such a more general study is possible, we bound ourselves in discussing
only the key examples given so far in this work.
Last corollary to Theorem 6.4 is straightforward but nonetheless important.
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Corollary 6.8. Let 0 ă r ă 1, then
Qr pbF1pQpqp0,8q – Aκ.
The same result is true also for Zrr1p s in place of Q and for the dual results in the
category of affine analytic spaces.
Proof. The proof of the fact that Qr pbF1pQpqp0,8q and Aκ are isomorphic as bornolog-
ical modules goes on the same lines of the proof of Theorem 6.4. The fact that the
rings are also isomorphic is consequence of the fact that both rings can be described
as the completion of WppK˝qr1p sr 1rωs s with respect to the same bornological struc-
ture. 
Theorem 6.4 gives the following picture for the affine space associated with Aκ.
| ¨ |8
2 p
5
3
| ¨ |0
p´qpbF1 pQpqp0,8q
SpecpAκq
Qr
MppQ
p q
p0,8
q q
Figure 3. The space Spec pAκq as an analytic space over
MppQpqp0,8qq is fibered over an open subset of MpZq
Hence, using Theorem 6.4 and Corollary 6.8, we can recover (under suitable hy-
pothesis) the affine covering of the Fargues-Fontaine curve as the base change of
an analytic space defined over F1. Now we would like to recover the action of the
Frobenius on it from an action on Q (or better Q` as a first step), i.e. an action
which is defined over F1. For doing this we need some lemmata. The problem we
have to address is that, even if the multiplication by p is a bounded bijection of Qr`
over itself, because
rpq ď rq, @q P Q`
if r ă 1, the inverse of this morphism, i.e. multiplication by p´1, is not a bounded
map for the same reason, i.e.
rp
´1q ě rq, @q P Q`.
In order to fix this issue, i.e. for having multiplication by p is automorphism, we
consider on Q` the Fre´chet-like structure of open disk of radius 1. We need to modify
Qr` for ensuring that the action of the Frobenius is bounded while at the same time
not changing its base change as described by Theorem 6.4. We now explain how to
do it. Later on we will explain for which structure on Q this action will be bounded.
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Lemma 6.9. The map of commutative normed monoids Nr Ñ Nrp´1 given by n ÞÑ
pn is an isometry onto its image.
Proof. By definition
|pn|
rp
´1 “ rpnp´1 “ rn “ |n|r.

Lemma 6.10. The map of commutative normed monoids Qr` Ñ Q`rp´1 given by
n ÞÑ pn is an isometry and onto.
Proof. Lemma 6.9 implies that the action is an isometry and it is onto because Q`
is divisible. 
Proposition 6.11. Consider the open perfect disk of radius 1
pD˝1 “ Spec plimÐ
ră1
Q`r q.
Then, multiplication by p is an automorphism of pD1˝.
Proof. On the one hand, multiplication by p is a bounded map because it can be
written as a (bounded) morphism of the projective system defining limÐ
ră1
Qr` . On the
other hand, multiplication by p´1 is an isomorphism of Q`
rp
´1 with Qr` , by Lemma
6.10. Hence, we have a morphism of system
limÐ
ră1
Q`r Ñ limÐ
rp
´1ă1
Q`
rp´1
– limÐ
ră1
Q`r
which is by its definition the inverse of multiplication by p. 
Lemma 6.12. Consider on Q the following norm
|q|r,1´r “
#
rq if q ě 1
p1´ rqq if q ď 1 , q P Q, r ă 1.
i.e. the normed group Qr,1´r. Then for any 0 ă r1 ă r ă 1 the identity map
Qr,1´r Ñ Qr1,1´r1 is bounded and the multiplication by p´1 is an isometry Qr,1´r Ñ
Qrp,p1´rq´p.
Proof. The Lemma is directly deduced from the analogous results for Q` applied
twice, once for the positive and once for the negative rational numbers. Notice that
as r Ñ 1, 1´ rÑ 0 and that for r1 ă r one has that 1´ r1 ą 1´ r. 
The direct corollary to this lemma is that we get a bounded action by powers of
p also on Q, equipped with the correct bornological structure.
Corollary 6.13. Consider the bornological group
limÐ
ră1
Qr,1´r.
Then, multiplication by p is an automorphism on it.
Proof. Direct consequence of Lemma 6.12 using the same reasoning of Proposition
6.11. 
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Now that we have identified an example of bornological monoid on which Z acts
by the powers of p we can consider the quotient by this action.
Definition 6.14. Let M be a bornological monoid on which the action of Z by the
powers of p is bounded. We define the Fargues-Fontaine curve over F1 defined by
M relative to p as
FF
p
F1
pMq “
„
M
Z

“ hocolimÝÑ
´
. . .ZˆR Spec pMq ÑÑ ZˆR Spec pMq Ñ Spec pMq
¯
where Z acts on M by x ÞÑ pnx.
Notice that the homotopy colimit that defines FF pF1pMq is computed in the cat-
egory of analytic 8-stacks over F1.
Theorem 6.15. FF
p
F1
pMq is an analytic 8-stack over F1, i.e. an 8-stack over
8´AffF1 with respect to the homotopy Zariski topology.
Proof. Notice that at each element of the diagram
. . .ZˆR Spec pMq ÑÑ ZˆR Spec pMq Ñ Spec pMq
is a representable object of AffF1 (underived). Since the homotopy Zariski topology
is sub-canonical, it is a general result that the homotopy colimit is an 8-stack. 
The next step is to compute the base change of FF pF1pMq with Qp for recov-
ering the actual Fargues-Fontaine curve of p-adic Hodge Theory. We need some
preparatory work for doing that.
The key result is the following lemma.
Lemma 6.16. Let K be either R or Qp, | ¨ | denote the canonical absolute value on
K and any 0 ă s ă 8, then
(6.16.1) plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbF1pK, | ¨ |sq – QRpbF1pKqp0,8q,
as bornological ring, for any fixed 0 ă R ă 1.
Proof. The right hand side of (6.16.1) has been described by Corollary 6.8 as a
Fre´chet completion of Wκ “Wppκ˝qr1p sr 1rωs s, were rωs is a Teichmu¨ller lift of a non-
invertible element of κ˝. It is clear, using the same computations of Theorem 6.4,
that also the left hand side of (6.16.1) can be described as a Fre´chet completion of
Wκ, hence one only has to check that the Fre´chet structures agree.
Since by Proposition 5.27 one has that
plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbF1pK, | ¨ |sq – plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbsupF1 pK, | ¨ |sq
then the tensor product commutes with the projective limit (cf. Proposition 2.12).
Then we can compute
limÐ
ră1
pQr,1´r pbsupF1 pK, | ¨ |sqq.
and compare it with the projective limit
limÐ
sÑ8
QRpbF1pK, | ¨ |s,s´1q – limÐ
sÑ8
QRpbsupF1 pK, | ¨ |s,s´1q.
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There is a linear bijection
(6.16.2) ψr1,r2 : Qr1,r2 pbsupF1 pK, | ¨ |sq Ñ QRpbsupF1 pKqps1,s2q
for a particular choice of s1 and s2, given as follows. The left hand side of (6.16.2)
can be described as the space of Q-sequences
tpaqqqPQ|aq P K,maxtsup
qPQ
|aq|srq1, sup
qPQ
|aq|srq2u ă 8u
whereas the left hand side as the space of Q-sequences
tpaqqqPQ|aq P K,maxtsup
qPQ
|aq|s1Rq, sup
qPQ
|aq|s2Rqu ă 8u.
We can write the equivalences
sup
qPQ
|aq|srq1 ă 8 ô inf
qPQ
Rs logR |aq |`q logR r1 ą 0ô sup
qPQ
s logR |aq| ` q logR r1 ă 8
because R ă 1, so
sup
qPQ
s logR |aq|`q logR r1 ă 8 ô sup
qPQ
s
logR r1
logR |aq|`q ă 8 ô sup
qPQ
|aq|
s
logR r1Rq ă 8.
In the same way
sup
qPQ
|aq|srq2 ă 8 ô sup
qPQ
|aq|
s
logR r2Rq ă 8.
So, the bijection ψr1,r2 is realized by the identity map when s1 “ slogR r1 and s2 “
s
logR r2
. Notice now that since r1 ă R ă r2
maxtsup
qPQ
|aq|srq1, sup
qPQ
|aq|srq2u “ maxt sup
qPQ`
|aq|srq2, sup
qPQ`
|a´q|sr´q1 u
whence
sup
qPQ`
|aq|s1Rq ď sup
qPQ`
|aq|srq2
if |aq| ď 1 for all q P Q` and
sup
qPQ`
|aq|s2Rq ď sup
qPQ`
|aq|srq2
if Dq such that |aq| ě 1. And also
sup
qPQ`
|a´q|s2R´q ď sup
qPQ`
|a´q|sr´q1
and if Dq such that |a´q| ě 1 and
sup
qPQ`
|a´q|s1R´q ď sup
qPQ`
|a´q|sr´q1
if |a´q| ď 1 for all q P Q`. Therefore, we get that the morphism ψr1,r2 is bounded.
The Open Mapping Theorem for F-spaces (or even just for topological groups) im-
plies that φr1,r2 is a homeomorphism. These level-wise homeomorphisms induce a
morphism to the projective limit which is a homeomorphism of the Fre´chet spaces
plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbF1pK, | ¨ |sq – QRpbF1pKqp0,8q.
Hence these spaces are isomorphic as bornological spaces because Qp-Fre´chet spaces
are bornologically isomorphic if and only if they are linearly homeomorphic. 
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The statement of Lemma 6.16 needs to be explained more, mainly for its geometric
interpretation.
Remark 6.17. Notice that Lemma 6.16 identifies plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbF1pK, | ¨ |sq and
QRpbF1pKqp0,8q only as bornological rings but these two come naturally equipped
with two different algebra structures. Indeed, as the first base change is over pK, |¨|sq
then is it canonically endowed with a structure of pK, | ¨ |sq-algebra whereas the sec-
ond is equipped with a structure of pKqp0,8q-algebra. Hence, although these Fre´chet
algebras are shown to be isomorphic (which just mean homeomorphic) their spec-
tra are not identical because the points of plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbF1pK, | ¨ |sq all lie above the
pointMpK, | ¨ |sq ofMpZq whereas the points of QRpbF1pKqp0,8q lie above the open
segment MppKqp0,8qq of MpZq.
Put in another way, the algebras plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbF1pK, | ¨ |sq and QRpbF1pKqp0,8q
are homeomorphic but not isometric and the canonical morphisms pK, | ¨ |sq Ñ
plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbF1pK, | ¨ |sq and pKqp0,8q Ñ QRpbF1pKqp0,8q are isometric embeddings,
whereas the morphisms pKqp0,8q Ñ plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbF1pK, |¨|sq and pK, |¨|sq Ñ plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbF1pK, |¨
|sq are just continuous embeddings. Thus, if one asks for a morphism plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbF1pK, |¨
|sq Ñ L, where L is a valued field, to be a contraction with respect to the metrics
then one gets that L must be a valued field extension of pK, | ¨ |sq whereas the same
condition for QRpbF1pKqp0,8q Ñ L implies that L must be a valued field extension
of pK, | ¨ |s1q with 0 ă s1 ă 8.
With the previous lemmata, the definition of the Fargues-Fontaine curve over
F1 and Theorem 6.4 we can recover the Fargues-Fontaine curves associated to the
perfectoid fields κ and κ1 as base changes of the Fargues-Fontaine curves over F1.
Theorem 6.18. For any 0 ă s ă 8 the following isomorphisms of analytic spaces
hold
FF κ – FF F1plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbLF1pQp, | ¨ |spq,
FF κ1 – FF F1plimÐ
ră1
Zr,1´rr1
p
sqpbLF1pQp, | ¨ |spq,
Proof. Using Proposition 5.15 we can write
FF F1plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbLF1pQp, | ¨ |spq –
hocolimÝÑ
¨˝
. . .
Ñ
Ñ pZˆR Spec plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqqpbLF1pQp, | ¨ |spq Ñ Spec plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbLF1pQp, | ¨ |spq‚˛.
Applying Lemma 6.16 and Corollay 6.8, we see that this analytic stack represents
an action of Z on Spec plimÐ ră1Qr,1´rq
pbLF1pQp, | ¨ |spq – Spec pAκq. Even more, this
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action is precisely the action on Spec pAκq given by the (arithmetic) Frobenius and
it is given at the level of algebras byÿ
nPZ
anp
n ÞÑ
ÿ
nPZ
panqpmpn
for each m P Z. Hence the quotient by this action is precisely FF κ which is an
analytic space because the action is totally discontinuous and has no fixed point.
The same reasoning works also for FF κ1 . 
6.3. The base change of the Fargues-Fontaine curve to the p-adic fields. In
this section we give an description of the curve FF κ as an analytic space (the same
description can be given for FF κ1). So far we showed that the affine covering of
FF κ can be interpreted as analytic spaces over the bornological field MppQpqp0,8qq
(see Figure 6.2). In this section we describe how the Frobenius acts on this analytic
space. It is convenient to work in the framework of usual non-Archimedean geometry,
therefore we use the non-Archimedean base change over F1 (cf. Remark 2.2) for
describring the fibers of Aκ over pQp, | ¨ |spq. We denote this functor p¨qpbnaF1R, for any
Banach ring R. Notice that
AκpbnaF1pQpqp0,8q – AκpbF1pQpqp0,8q.
The Frobenius acts on Aκ byÿ
nPZ
anp
n ÞÑ
ÿ
nPZ
apnp
n.
The fiber of Spec pAκq over MppQp, | ¨ |spqq PMpZq is given by
MpAκpbnaZ pQp, | ¨ |spqq –MpAκ,rs,ssq
using notation of section 6.1, because
AκpbnaZ pQp, | ¨ |spq – pQRpbnaF1ZqpbnaZ pQp, | ¨ |spq – QRpbnaF1pQp, | ¨ |spq – Aκ,rs,ss.
It is well-know (and easy to check) that the Frobenius induces an isomorphism
(6.18.1) Aκ,rs,ss
–Ñ Aκ,rps,pss.
Using the same calculation of Lemma 6.16, one can see that the isomorphism (6.18.1)
is the identity map. This is due to the fact that the elements of κ are of the form
a “
ÿ
qPQ
bqt
q, bq P Fp
and hence the action of the Frobenius is non-trivial only on t. Of course, one can
consider in place of κ, for example, the field
{
Fqppt 1n8 qq, with q “ pf , and in this case
the isomorphism (6.18.1) is non-trivial. We will consider these kind of perfectoid
fields in a future work.
So, in the specific case of κ, the action of the Frobenius reduces to the action
which identically identifies the fiber Aκ,rs,ss with the fiber Aκ,rps,pss. Hence, FF κ
can be seen as a space over the stack„
MppQpqp0,8qq
Z

–
„
R
Z

– S1,
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where the action is give by | ¨ |ǫp ÞÑ | ¨ |pǫp . The next figure shows how we imagine
FF κ. Therefore, the Frobenius action on Aκ is herited from the action | ¨ | ÞÑ | ¨ |p
on MpZq.
”
MppQpqp0,8qq
Z
ı
– S1
MpAκ,rs,ssq
Figure 4. The curve FF κ as a curve over
”
MppQpqp0,8qq
Z
ı
– S1
One can prove that the fiber of the fibration represented in Figure 6.3 are con-
tractible (because they are a sort of non-Archimedean annulus), obtaining the fol-
lowing result.
Theorem 6.19. The homotopy type of the analytic space associated to FF κ is the
one of a circle.
Proof. This theorem can be proved using ideas similar to ones of the proof of The-
orem 4.5 of [19]. We defer a detailed proof to a future work. 
Beside these local pictures at primes p, there is a global one obtained by the base
changing with pZ, | ¨ |8q. By doing this base change we obtain an affine analytic
space over MpZq, Spec pQRpbF1pZ, | ¨ |8qq which, on each p-adic branch of MpZq,
gives the affine covering of FF κ. Notice that now p is not fixed and varies with the
branch. In the center of the tree, over the point | ¨ |0 ofMpZq one has the spectrum
of the algebra
QRpbF1pQ, | ¨ |0q – pQpQRq, | ¨ |rq
where QpQRq is the Q-algebra of polynomial with rational exponents equipped with
the norm
|
ÿ
iPQ
ait
i|R “
ÿ
iPQ
|ai|0Ri “
ÿ
iPQ
Ri.
Therefore, it makes sense to consider also the Archimedean fiber of Spec pQRpbF1pZ, |¨
|8qq which gives an analytic space over R (or C). In the next section we will give a
brief description of the Archimedean fiber of the Fargues-Fontaine curve over F1.
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6.4. The archimedean Fargues-Fontaine curve. In this section we would like
to briefly describe what happens when one base changes the Fargues-Fontaine curve
over F1 the Archimedean branch ofMpZq. In order to do this we start by describing
the algebra AR – plimÐ
ră1
Qr,1´rqpbF1R. By Proposition 5.27 and Proposition 2.12 we
have that
AR “ limÐ
ră1
pQr,1´rqpbF1Rq – limÐ
ră1
ž
xPQR
ď1rpR, } ¨ }ρ,1´ρqs|x|R .
See Example 4.4 (2) for the definition of the norms } ¨ }ρ,1´ρ. So, we first describe
what ž
xPQR
ď1rpR, } ¨ }ρ,1´ρqs|x|R
is for a fixed ρ P R, with 0 ă ρ ă 1. Since the algebra AR is an algebra of analytic
functions we can study the algebra
AC
.“ ARpbRC “ ž
xPQR
ď1rpC, } ¨ }ρ,1´ρqs|x|R
for having an easier geometric picture of its spectrum. Then, the spectrum of AR is
just the spectrum of AC modulo complex conjugation.
There is an isomorphism of algebrasžď1
xPQR1,R2
rCs|x|R – limÑ
ď1
z ÞÑzn
žď1
xPZR1,R2
rCs n?|x|R1,R2
where the latter algebras (indexed by Z) are algebras of analytic functions on the
annuli of radii R1 ă R2 which are ℓ1-summable on the boundary. The system
morphisms of the direct limit are given by the maps z ÞÑ zn which geometrically
correspond to the n-fold e´tale covering of the annulus. Thereforežď1
xPQR1,R2
rCs|x|R
is an algebra of analytic functions on the closed strip of the complex plane SlogR1,logR2 ,
where we denote the strips
Sα1,α2 “ tz P C|α1 ď ℜpzq ď α2u
which is the universal covering of the annulus by the exponential map. Therefore,
we have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 6.20. The algebra AC is isomorphic to a closed sub-algebra of the
algebra of analytic functions on the open left-half plane S˚´8,0 which are almost
periodic in the imaginary direction.
Proof. It is clear that all functions in AC are almost periodic in the imaginary
direction because the set of analytic functions which are almost periodic is given by
the closure in OpS˚´8,0q of the set of functions
teλzuλPR Ă OpS˚´8,0q.
The sub-algebra generated by the closure of
teλzuλPQ Ă OpS˚´8,0q
is precisely AC. 
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Remark 6.21. Proposition 6.20 implies thath the space AC can be interepreted as
a space of Dirichlet series which are convergent on the left complex plane S˚´8,0.
Next proposition describes the spectrum of AC.
Proposition 6.22. There is a canonical homeomorphism
MpACq – S˚´8,0.
Proof. Since AC is a Fre´chet algebra presented as a projective limit of Banach alge-
bras
AC “ limÐ
0ăr1ăr2ă1
pQr2,r1 pbF1Cq
where each morphism of the system has dense image, it is well known that (see
section 2.5 of [2])
MpACq “ limÑ
0ăr1ăr2ă1
MpQr2,r1 pbF1Cq.
Therefore it is enough to check the spectrum of the Banach algebras Qr2,r1 pbF1C is
canonically homeomorphic to the closed strip Slog r2,log r1 . As explained so far, we
have that
Qr2,r1 pbF1C – limÑ ď1
z ÞÑzn
žď1
xPZr1,r2
rCs n?|x|r1,r2
and the algebra
Ar1,r2 “
žď1
xPZr1,r2
rCs n?|x|r1,r2
is the algebra of analytic functions on the annulus of radii r1 ă r2 which are abso-
lutely summable on the boundary.
It is clear that Slog r2,log r1 ĂMpQr2,r1 pbF1Cq because all functions in Qr2,r1 pbF1C
can be evaluated at points of Slog r2,log r1 and these evaluation morphism give bounded
homomorphisms to C. Now, consider a point x : Qr2,r1 pbF1C Ñ C. Consider the
algebraic direct limit of rings
A “ limÑ
z ÞÑzn
žď1
xPZr1,r2
rCs n?|x|r1,r2 .
Since A is endowed with a canonical morphism to Qr2,r1 pbF1C, by composition the
point x induces a point of Max pAq. But it is well known that
Max pAq “ limÐ
z ÞÑzn
Max p
žď1
xPZr1,r2
rCs n?|x|r1,r2 q – Slog r2,log r1 .
Hence every point of the spectrum of Qr2,r1 pbF1C can be identified canonically and
uniquely with a point of Slog r2,log r1 . 
The action of the Frobenius on AR “ pQRpbF1pRqp0,1qq induces an automorphism.
In this way, one gets an action of Z (and even of the multiplicate monoids Q`, by
considering all Frobenii at once, and of R`, by continuity) on this half plane and
the quotient stack by this action is what we call the Archimedean Fargues-Fontaine
curve. Since vector bundles on Spec pARq are trivial, the stack
”
Spec pARq
R`
ı
classifies
filtered R`-vector spaces. Therefore, one can imagine a relation between Spec pARq,
the Twistor curve and Simpson’s approach to complex Hodge theory. We will devote
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a future work to explain in details this stack and its connection with Hodge Theory
through Simpson’s approach.
6.5. A remark on Witt vectors. In this last section we propose some new con-
structions related to the ring of Witt vectors. The idea is that the ring of Witt
vectors is often considered as a purely algebraic construction, whereas the rings to
which it is applied usually have more structures, like the rings we worked with so
far which have valuations. Moreover, it is often an important aspect of the theory
of Witt vectors to study analytic structures over it, as it happens for instance in
the theory of the Fargues-Fontaine curve. Therefore, in this section we try a first
attempt to axiomatize and make functorial constructions which enrich the Witt
vectors with some extra (analytic) structure.
A possible way for introducing the ring of p-typical Witt vectors is by following
the work of Cuntz and Deninger from [12]. We recall that, if A is a perfect Fp-
algebra, we can consider A as a multiplicative monoid and in this way there is an
exact sequence
0Ñ I Ñ ZrAs Ñ AÑ 0
where the map ZrAs Ñ A just realizes in A the formal sums and I is by definition
the kernel of this map. Then
(6.22.1) WppAq – limÐ
nPN
ZrAs
In
.
Geometrically, equation (6.22.1) realizes the ring of Witt vectors as the formal neigh-
borhood of Spec pAq in Spec pZrAsq
If A has a norm, then each term of the projective limit is equipped with a norm
using by the canonical identification of A-modules
ZrAs
In
– An.
In particular we choose the norm
|pa1, . . . , anq| “ max
i
|ai|
on An. Therefore, we can compute the projective limit
limÐ
nPN
ď1ZrAs
In
in the contracting category of Banach rings. This construction gives a Banach ring,
but it is not yet as flexible as we want. Hence, we add a parameter by which we
scale the norms.
Remark 6.23. For the rest of this section we suppose that A is non-Archimedean.
It is not a necessary restriction. We do it just for relating and discussing more easily
wel-known object whereas discussing the Archimedean version of the subsequent
cosntruction will lead us too far in discussing new objects and in relating them with
the known ones.
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Definition 6.24. Let α P R`, the semi-ring of α-analytic p-typical Witt vectors
associated to A is defined by
sWp,αpAq .“ limÐ
nPN
ď1
ˆ
ZrAs
In
, | ¨ |αn
˙
,
where | ¨ |αn is the norm
|pa1, . . . , anq|αn “ max
i
|ai|αi
when ZrAs
In
is (canonically) identified with An.
Notice that sWp,αpAq is just a semi-ring if α ě 1 whereas it is a ring if α ă 1.
This is easy to check because the element pp ´ 1, p ´ 1, . . .q P AN is the inverse of
the identity for the Witt vectors operations. Nevertheless sWp,αpAq seems to be an
interesting object also when it fails to be a ring.
Definition 6.25. Let α P R`, the ring of α-analytic p-typical Witt vectors associ-
ated to A is defined
Wp,αpAq “ KpsWp,αpAqq
where K denotes the Grothendieck group of the abelian additive semi-group sWp,αpAq.
The multiplication is extended by linearity.
Remark 6.26. The parameter α in Definition 6.25 can be interpreted geometrically
as follows. Put β “ logp α and consider the Banach ring of power-series
(6.26.1) ZxAyα .“ t
ÿ
aPA
naa|max
aPA
|a||na|β Ñ 0, na P Zu – ApbnaF1pZ, | ¨ |β8q.
Notice that the notation maxaPA |a||na|β Ñ 0 just means that for all ǫ ą 0 there
exists only finitely many a P A such that |a||na|β ą ǫ. So, the left-hand side of
(6.26.1) coincides with the right hand side, by the definition of the right hand side,
and it can be thought as the completion of the monoid algebra ZrAs with respect to
the norm max
aPA
|a||na|β. The algebra ZxAyα sits in the strictly short exact sequence
0Ñ I Ñ ZxAyα Ñ AÑ 0
of Banach modules, which is an analogue of (6.22.1). Then the Banach ring
ZxAyα
In
– An
is endowed with the quotient norm
|pa1, . . . , anq| “ max
i
|ai|ppiqβ “ max
i
|ai|αi
because
ppiqβ “ ppiqlogp α “ pi logp α “ plogp αi “ αi
and because the elements of ZxAyα
In
can be represented (cf. Remark after Proposition
2 of [12]) by elements of ZxAyα of the form
nÿ
i“1
aip
i, ai P A.
Therefore, Wp,αpAq can be thought as a sort of an analytic neighborhood of
Spec pAq in Spec pZxAyαq.
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We can put last remark in a form of a proposition
Proposition 6.27. For A perfect normed Fp-algebra and α P R` we have that
Wp,αpAq – limÐ
nPN
ď1ApbnaF1pZ, | ¨ |β8q
In
where β “ logppαq and I is the kernel of ApbnaF1pZ, | ¨ |β8q Ñ A.
Notice that the norm on Wp,αpAq extends to a norm on Wp,αpAqr1p s which can be
completed by this norm.
Proposition 6.28. The associations A ÞÑ Wp,αpAq and A ÞÑ Wp,αpAqr1p s define
functors of CommpBanFpq Ñ CommpBanZq.
Proof. Suppose that f : AÑ B is a bounded morphism between Banach Fp-algebras,
then there exists a C ą 0 such that |fpxq| ď C|x| for all x P A. Hence, for all n P N
the map
fn : pAn, | ¨ |αnq Ñ pBn, | ¨ |αnq
is bounded by the same C because
|fnppx1, . . . , xnqq|αn “ max
i
|fpxiq|αi ď Cmax
i
|xi|αi “ C|pxiq|αn .

In the next examples we show how to get the many important examples of normed
rings from Definition 6.25.
Example 6.29. (1) Suppose A “ Fp with the trivial norm and α “ 1p , then
Wp,αpAq is isometrically isomorphic to Zp equipped with the p-adic norm.
Clearly, by varying 0 ă α ă 1 one gets that pZp, | ¨ |´ logp αp q.
(2) The previous example can be considered also with α “ 1 or α ą 1. In the
first case one gets Zp equipped with the trivial norm, whereas in the second
example the only bounded sequences are the finite ones, hence one gets the
ring Z.
(3) The examples of rings of Witt vectors we have seen so far, related to the
Fargues-Fontaine curve, can be recast using the functors Wp,a. Indeed, if
0 ă α ă 1, it is clear that{
Wp,αpκ˝qr1
p
s – A`
κ,r´ logppαq,´ logppαqs,
using notation of section 6.1.
(4) Of course, for the functor Wp,α to make sense we are not bounded any more
to consider perfectoid fields which must be presented as a base change from
F1. Therefore, for any perfectoid field K of characteristic p we have that{
Wp,αpK˝qr1
p
s – A`
K,r´ logppαq,´ logppαqs
for 0 ă α ă 1.
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Therefore, Wp,α define a family of functors which relate with some of the most
basic constructions in arithmetic. By considering limits and colimits of the functors
Wp,αpAq and Wp,αpAqr1p s one can make functorial the definition of A`K as bornolog-
ical ring. In particular, for defining these limits and colimits one has to add a
parameter for 1
p
for extending the norm of Wp,αpAq to Wp,αpAqr1p s in asymmetrical
way. Functorially, this can be done by defining Wp,α1,α2pAqr1p s as the completion of
the “diagonal” of Wp,α1pAqr1p s ˆWp,α2pAqr1p s.
In the last example we show how the introduction of the functors Wp,α can be
handy.
Example 6.30. For any 0 ă α1,ă α2 ă 1, there is an isomorphism of Banach rings{
Wp,α1,α2pKqr
1
p
s – AK,r´ logppα2q,´ logppα1qs.
Notice that this isomorphism is not so trivial as for the case of A`
K,r´ logppα2q,´ logppα1qs.
AK,r´ logppα2q,´ logppα1qs is defined to be the completion of WppK˝qr1p sr 1ω s for a non-
zero ω P K˝ with |ω| ă 1. It is thus smaller than the usual ring of Witt vectors
of K and it is naturally contained in it. But in our construction, Wp,α1,α2pKqr1p s is
defined by computing the contracting limit of Definition 6.25, therefore it contains
only elements panq P KZ for which the norm
|panq|α1,α2 “ maxtsup
nPN
|an|p´n logp α1 , sup
nPN
|a´n|pn logp α2u
is bounded, which is precisely the condition that determines the elements ofAK,r´ logppα2q,´ logppα1qs.
These definitions extends to ramified Witt vectors and perfectoid fields over Fq.
We will investigate these construction in more details in future works.
Appendix A. Nuclear bornological algebras
In this section we briefly recall some results which are well-known instances of
complex functional analysis and complex geometry. The main idea is that for any
Banach ring the algebra of analytic functions on open polydisks and on overconver-
gent closed polydisk are canonically endowed with a structure of nuclear (bornolog-
ical in our context) vector space which is uniquely determined up to isomorphism.
This fact ensures that apparently different presentations of those algebras are ac-
tually equivalent. In the main body of the present work one can see how the same
phenomenon happens in the construction of the Fargues-Fontaine curve, more pre-
cisely in the definition of the ring of analytic functions on its affine covering (cf.
section 6.1).
In this appendix R will always denote a commutative Banach ring.
Definition A.1. For any real number ρ ą 0 we denote the algebra of power-series
(A.1.1) SRpρq “
#ÿ
iPN
aiX
i|ai P R,
ÿ
iPN
|ai|ρi ă 8
+
.
Remark A.2. Notice that this notation is compatible with the notation introduced
so far (see Notation 0.1) for the symmetric algebras of categories of monoids in the
sense that
SRpρq “ SBanď1
R
prRsρq – pSBanď1
F1
p˚ρqqpbF1R.
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Proposition A.3. SRpρq is a R-Banach algebra.
Proof. Proposition 6.1 of [3]. 
Definition A.4. For any real number ρ ą 0 we denote the Banach R-module
TRpρq “
ź
nPN
ď1rRsρn .
Theorem A.5. For any ρ ą 0 one has an isomorphism
“ limÑ ”
rąρ
SRprq – “ limÑ ”
rąρ
TRprq
of objects of IndpBanRq.
Proof. The proof is easily reduced to the (well-known) observation that if ρ1 ă ρ and
tanunPN is a sequence of elements R such that supnPN |an|ρn ă 8 then
ř
nPN
|an|pρ1qn ă
8. 
The same reasoning used to prove Theorem A.5 proves also the following theorem.
Theorem A.6. For any ρ ą 0 one has an isomorphism
limÐ
răρ
SRprq – limÐ
răρ
TRprq
of objects of IndpBanRq.
Proof. Again, the cofinality of the two systems is a consequence of the same obser-
vation made in the proof of Theorem A.5. 
Theorems A.5 and A.6 have the following easy generalization. Let M Ă R be any
subset, then defines
SM,Rpρq “
ž
mPM
ď1rRsρm
and
TM,Rpρq “
ź
mPM
ď1rRsρm .
Corollary A.7. For any ρ ą 0 one has an isomorphisms
“ limÑ ”
rąρ
SM,Rprq – “ limÑ ”
rąρ
TM,Rprq, limÐ
răρ
SM,Rprq – limÐ
răρ
TM,Rprq
of objects of IndpBanRq.
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